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PREFACE

AFTER retiring from active business my husband

yielded to the earnest soHcitations of friends, both

here and in Great Britain, and began to jot down from

time to time recollections of his early days. He soon

found, however, that instead of the leisure he expected,

his life was more occupied with affairs than eve;- before,

and the writing of these memoirs was reserved for his

play-time in Scotland. For a few weeks each summer we
retired to our little bungalow on the moors at Aultnagar

to enjoy the simple life, and it was there that Mr.

Carnegie did most of his writing. He delighted in going

back to those early times, and as he wrote he lived them

all over again. He was thus engaged in July, 1914, when
the war clouds began to gather, and when the fateful

news of the 4th of August reached us, we immediately

left our retreat in the hills and returned to Skibo to be

more in touch with the situation.

These memoirs ended at that time. Henceforth he was

never able to interest himself in private affairs. Many
times he made the attempt to continue writing, but

found it useless. Until then he had lived the life of a

man in middle life— and a young one at that— golfing,

fishing, swimming each day, sometimes doing all three

in one day. Optimist as he always was and tried to be,

even in the face of the failure of his hopes, the world

disaster was too much. His heart was broken. A severe

attack of influenza followed by two serious attacks of

pneumonia precipitated old age upon him.

It was said of a contemporary who passed away a few

months before Mr. Carnegie that *'he never could have
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borne the burden of old age." Perhaps the most inspiring

part of Mr. Carnegie's life, to those who were privileged

to know it intimately, was the way he bore his "burden

of old age." Always patient, considerate, cheerful, grate-

ful for any little pleasure or service, never thinking of

himself, but always of the dawning of the better day,

his spirit ever shone brighter and brighter until "he
was not, for God took him."

Written with his own hand on the fly-leaf of his

manuscript are these words :
" It is probable that mate-

rial for a small volume might be collected from these

memoirs which the public would care to read, and that a

private and larger volume might please my relatives and

friends. Much I have written from time to time may, I

think, wisely be omitted. Whoever arranges these notes

should be careful not to burden the public with too

much. A man with a heart as well as a head should be

chosen."

Who, then, could so well fill this description as our

friend Professor John C. Van Dyke? When the manu-
script was shown to him, he remarked, without hav-

ing read Mr. Carnegie's notation, "It would be a labor

of love to prepare this for publication." Here, then, the

choice was mutual, and the manner in which he has per-

formed this "labor " proves the wisdom of the choice—
a choice made and carried out in the name of a rare

and beautiful friendship.

Louise Whitfield Carnegie

New York

April 16, 1920



EDITOR'S NOTE

THE story of a man's life, especially when it is told

by the man himself, should not be interrupted by
the hecklings of an editor. He should be allowed to tell

the tale in his own way, and enthusiasm, even extrava-

gance in recitation should be received as a part of the

story. The quality of the man may underlie exuberance

of spirit, as truth may be found in apparent exaggera-

tion. Therefore, in preparing these chapters for publica-

tion the editor has done little more than arrange the

material chronologically and sequentially so that the

narrative might run on unbrokenly to the end. Some
footnotes by way of explanation, some illustrations that

offer sight-help to the text, have been added; but the

narrative is the thing.

This is neither the time nor the place to character-

ize or eulogize the maker of "this strange eventful

history," but perhaps it is worth while to recognize that

the history really was eventful. And strange. Nothing

stranger ever came out of the Arabian Nights than the

story of this poor Scotch boy who came to America and

step by step, through many trials and triumphs, became
the great steel master, built up a colossal industry,

amassed an enormous fortune, and then deliberately and
systematically gave away the whole of it for the enlight-

enment and betterment of mankind. Not only that. He
established a gospel of wealth that can be neither ig-

nored nor forgotten, and set a pace in distribution that

succeeding millionaires have followed as a precedent.

In the course of his career he became a nation-builder,

a leader in thought, a writer, a speaker, the friend of
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workmen, schoolmen, and statesmen, the associate of

both the lowly and the lofty. But these were merely

interesting happenings in his life as compared with his

great inspirations— his distribution of wealth, his pas-

sion for world peace, and his love for mankind.

Perhaps we are too near this history to see it in proper

proportions, but in the time to come it should gain in

perspective and in interest. The generations hereafter

may realize the wonder of it more fully than we of to-

day. Happily it is preserved to us, and that, too, in Mr.

Carnegie's own words and in his own buoyant style. It

is a very memorable record— a record perhaps the like

of which we shall not lo<j'- upon again.

John C. Van Dyke

New York

August, 1920
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CHAPTER I

PARENTS AND CHILDHOOD

IF the story of any man's life, truly told, must be

interesting, as some sage avers, those of my relatives

and immediate friends who have insisted upon having

an account of mine may not be unduly disappointed

with this result. I may console myself with the assurance

that such a story must interest at least a certain number

of people who have known me, and that knowledge will

encourage me to proceed.

A book of this kind, written years ago by my friend,

Judge Mellon, of Pittsburgh, gave me so much pleasure

that I am inclined to agree with the wise one whose opin-

ion I have given above; for, certainly, the story which

the Judge told has proved a source of infinite satis-

faction to his friends, and must continue to influence

succeeding generations of his family to live life well. And
not only this; to some beyond his immediate circle it

liolds rank with their favorite authors. The book con-

tains one essential feature of value— it reveals the man.

It was written without any intention of attracting

public notice, being designed only for his family. In like

manner I intend to tell my story, not as one posturing

before the public, but as in the midst of my own people

and friends, tried and true, to whom I can speak with
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the utmost freedom, feeling that even trifling incidents

may not be wholly destitute of interest for them.

To begin, then, I was born in Dunfermline, in the

attic of the small one-story house, corner of Moodie

Street and Priory Lane, on the 25th of November, 1835,

and, as the saying is, "of poor but honest parents, of

good kith and kin." Dunfermline had long been noted

as the center of the damask trade in Scotland.^ My
father, William Carnegie, was a damask weaver, the son

of Andrew Carnegie after whom I was named.

My Grandfather Carnegie was well known throughout

the district for his wit and humor, his genial nature and

irrepressible spirits. He was head of the lively ones of

his day, and known far and near as the chief of their

joyous club— *'Patiemuir College." Upon my return

to Dunfermline, after an absence of fourteen years, I

remember being approached by an old man who had

been told that I was the grandson of the "Professor,"

my grandfather's title among his cronies. He was the

very picture of palsied eld;

"His nose and chin they threatened ither.'*

As he tottered across the room toward me and laid

his trembling hand upon my head he said: "And ye are

the grandson o' Andra Carnegie! Eh, mon, I ha'e seen

the day when your grandfaither and I could ha'e hal-

looed ony reasonable man oot o' his jidgment."

Several other old people of Dunfermline told me sto-

ries of my grandfather. Here is one of them

:

One Hogmanay night ^ an old wifey, quite a character

^ The Eighteenth-Century Carnegies hved at the picturesque hamlet

of Patiemuir, two miles south of Dunfermline. The growing importance of

the linen industry in Dunfermline finally led the Carnegies to move to

that town.
2 The 31st of December.
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in the village, being surprised by a disguised face sud-

denly thrust in at the window, looked up and after a

moment's pause exclaimed, "Oh, it's jist that daft

callant Andra Carnegie." She was right; my grandfather

at seventy-five was out frightening his old lady friends,

disguised like other frolicking youngsters.

I think my optimistic nature, my ability to shed

trouble and to laugh through life, making "all my ducks

swans," as friends say I do, must have been inherited

from this delightful old masquerading grandfather

whose name I am proud to bear.^ A sunny disposition

is worth more than fortune. Young people should know
that it can be cultivated; that the mind like the body

can be moved from the shade into sunshine. Let us

move it then. Laugh trouble away if possible, and one

usually can if he be anything of a philosopher, provided

that self-reproach comes not from his own wrongdoing.

That always remains. There is no washing out of these

"damned spots." The judge within sits in the supreme

court and can never be cheated. Hence the grand rule

of life which Burns gives:

"Thine own reproach alone do fear."

This motto adopted early in life ha^ been more to

me than all the sermons I ever heard, and I have heard

not a few, although I may admit resemblance to my old

friend Baillie Walker in my mature years. He was asked

by his doctor about his sleep and replied that it was far

* "There is no sign that Andrew, though he prospered in his wooing,

was specially successful in acquisition of worldly gear. Otherwise, how-

ever, he became an outstanding character not only in the village, but in the

adjoining city and district. A 'brainy' man who read and thought for him-

self he became associated with the radical weavers of Dunfermline, who in

Patiemuir formed a meeting-place which they named a college (Andrew
was the 'Professor' of it)." {Andrew Carnegie: His Dunfermline Ties and

Benefactions, by J. B. Mackie, F. J. I.)
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from satisfactory, he was very wakeful, adding with a

twinkle in his eye: "But I get a bit fine doze i' the kirk

noo and then."

On my mother's side the grandfather was even more

marked, for my grandfather Thomas Morrison was a

friend of William Cobbett, a contributor to his "Reg-

ister," and in constant correspondence with him. Even
as I write, in Dunfermline old men who knew Grand-

father Morrison speak of him as one of the finest orators

and ablest men they have known. He was publisher

of "The Precursor," a small edition it might be said of

Cobbett's "Register," and thought to have been the

first radical paper in Scotland. I have read some of his

writings, and in view of the importance now given to

technical education, I think the most remarkable of

them is a pamphlet which he published seventy-odd

years ago entitled " Head-ication versus Hand-ication."

It insists upon the importance of the latter in a manner

that would reflect credit upon the strongest advocate

of technical education to-day. It ends with these words,

"I thank God that in my youth I learned to make and

mend shoes." Cobbett published it in the "Register"

in 1833, remarking editorially, "One of the most valu-

able communications ever published in the * Register'

upon the subject, is that of our esteemed friend and

correspondent in Scotland, Thomas Morrison, which

appears in this issue." So it seems I come by my scrib-

bling propensities by inheritance— from both sides,

for the Carnegies were also readers and thinkers.

My Grandfather Morrison was a born orator, a keen

politician, and the head of the advanced wing of the

radical party in the district— a position which his son,

my Uncle Bailie Morrison, occupied as his successor.

More than one well-known Scotsman in America has
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called upon me, to shake hands with " the grandson of

Thomas Morrison." Mr. Farmer, president of the Cleve-

land and Pittsburgh Railroad Company, once said to

me, "I owe all that I have of learning and culture to

the influence of your grandfather"; and Ebenezer

Henderson, author of the remarkable history of Dun-
fermline, stated that he largely owed his advancement

in life to the fortunate fact that while a boy he entered

my grandfather's service.

I have not passed so far through life without receiv-

ing some compliments, but I think nothing of a com-

plimentary character has ever pleased me so much as

this from a writer in a Glasgow newspaper, who had

been a listener to a speech on Home Rule in America

which I delivered in Saint Andrew's Hall. The corre-

spondent wrote that much was then being said in Scot-

land with regard to myself and family and especially

my grandfather Thomas Morrison, and he went on to

say, "Judge my surprise when I found in the grandson

on the platform, in manner, gesture and appearance, a

peiieci facsimile of the Thomas Morrison of old."

My surprising likeness to my grandfather, whom I

do not remember to have ever seen, cannot be doubted,

because I remember well upon my first return to Dun-
fermline in my twenty-seventh year, while sitting upon

a sofa with my Uncle Bailie Morrison, that his big

black eyes filled with tears. He could not speak and

rushed out of the room overcome. Returning after a

time he explained that something in me now and then

flashed before him his father, who would instantly

vanish but come back at intervals. Some gesture it was,

but what precisely he could not make out. My mother

continually noticed in me some of my grandfather's

peculiarities. The doctrine of inherited tendencies is
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proved every day and hour, but how subtle is the law

which transmits gesture, something as it were beyond

the material body. I was deeply impressed.

My Grandfather Morrison married Miss Hodge, of

Edinburgh, a lady in education, manners, and position,

who died while the family was still young. At this time

he was in good circumstances, a leather merchant con-

ducting the tanning business in Dunfermline; but the

peace after the Battle of Waterloo involved him in ruin,

as it did thousands; so that while my Uncle Bailie, the

eldest son, had been brought up in what might be termed

luxury, for he had a pony to ride, the younger members

of the family encountered other and harder days.

The second daughter, Margaret, was my mother,

about whom I cannot trust myself to speak at length.

She inherited from her mother the dignity, refinement,

and air of the cultivated lady. Perhaps some day I may
be able to tell the world something of this heroine, but

I doubt it. I feel her to be sacred to myself and not for

others to know. None could ever really know her— I

alone did that. After my father's early death she was

all my own. The dedication of my first book^ tells the

story. It was: "To my favorite Heroine My Mother."

Fortunate in my ancestors I was supremely so in my
birthplace. Where one is born is very important, for

different surroundings and traditions appeal to and

stimulate different latent tendencies in the child. Ruskin

truly observes that every bright boy in Edinburgh is

influenced by the sight of the Castle. So is the child of

Dunfermline, by its noble Abbey, the Westminster of

Scotland, founded early in the eleventh century (1070)

by Malcolm Canmore and his Queen Margaret, Scot-

land's patron saint. The ruins of the great monastery

1 An American Four-in-Hand in Great Britain. New York, 1888.
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and of the Palace where kings were born still stand,

and there, too, is Pittencrieff Glen, embracing Queen

INIargaret's shrine and the ruins of King Malcolm's

Tower, with which the old ballad of " Sir Patrick Spens
"

begins:

"The King sits in Dunfermline towery^

Drinking the bluid red wine."

The tomb of The Bruce is in the center of the Abbey,

Saint Margaret's tomb is near, and many of the "royal

folk" lie sleeping close around. Fortunate, indeed, the

child who first sees the light in that romantic town,

which occupies high ground three miles north of the

Firth of Forth, overlooking the sea, with Edinburgh in

sight to the south, and to the north the peaks of the

Ochils clearly in view. All is still redolent of the mighty

past when Dunfermline was both nationally and reli-

giously the capital of Scotland.

The child privileged to develop amid such surround-

ings absorbs poetry and romance with the air he

breathes, assimilates history and tradition as he gazes

around. These become to him his real world in child-

hood— the ideal is the ever-present real. The actual has

yet to come when, later in life, he is launched into the

workaday world of stern reality. Even then, and till

his last day, the early impressions remain, sometimes

for short seasons disappearing perchance, but only ap-

parently driven away or suppressed. They are always

rising and coming again to the front to exert their in-

fluence, to elevate his thought and color his life. No
bright child of Dunfermline can escape the influence of

the Abbey, Palace, and Glen. These touch him and set

fire to the latent spark within, making him something

^ The Percy Eeliqves and The Oxford Book of Ballads give "town" in-

stead of "tower"; but Mr. Carnegie insisted that it should be "tower."
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different and beyond what, less happily born, he would
have become. Under these inspiring conditions my
parents had also been born, and hence came, I doubt

not, the potency of the romantic and poetic strain which
pervaded both.

As my father succeeded in the weaving business we
removed from Moodie Street to a much more commo-
dious house in Reid's Park. My father's four or five

looms occupied the lower story; we resided in the upper,

which was reached, after a fashion common in the older

Scottish houses, by outside stairs from the pavement.

It is here that my earliest recollections begin, and,

strangely enough, the first trace of memory takes me
back to a day when I saw a small map of America. It

was upon rollers and about two feet square. Upon this

my father, mother. Uncle William, and Aunt Aitken

were looking for Pittsburgh and pointing out Lake Erie

and Niagara. Soon after my uncle and Aunt Aitken

sailed for the land of promise.

At this time I remember my cousin-brother, George

Lauder (" Dod"), and myself were deeply impressed

with the great danger overhanging us because a law-

less flag was secreted in the garret. It had been painted

to be carried, and I believe was carried by my father,

or uncle, or some other good radical of our family, in a

procession during the Corn Law agitation. There had

been riots in the town and a troop of cavalry was

quartered in the Guildhall. My grandfathers and uncles

on both sides, and my father, had been foremost in

addressing meetings, and the whole family circle was
in a ferment.

I remember as if it were yesterday being awakened

during the night by a tap at the back window by men
who had come to inform my parents that my uncle.
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Bailie Morrison, had been thrown into jail because

he had dared to hold a meeting which had been for-

bidden. The sheriff with the aid of the soldiers had

arrested him a few miles from the town where the

meeting had been held, and brought him into the town

during the night, followed by an immense throng of

people.^

Serious trouble was feared, for the populace threat-

ened to rescue him, and, as we learned afterwards, he

had been induced by the provost of the town to step

forward to a window overlooking the High Street and

beg the people to retire. This he did, saying: "If there

be a friend of the good cause here to-night, let him fold

his arms." They did so. And then, after a pause, he

said, "Now depart in peace!" ^ My uncle, like all our

family, was a moral-force man and strong for obedience

to law, but radical to the core and an intense admirer of

the American Republic.

One may imagine when all this was going on in public

how bitter were the words that passed from one to the

other in private. The denunciations of monarchical and

aristocratic government, of privilege in all its forms, the

^ At the opening of the Lauder Technical School in October, 1880, nearly

half a century after the disquieting scenes of 1842, Mr. Carnegie thus

recalled the shock which was given to his boy mind: "One of my earliest

recollections is that of being wakened in the darkness to be told that my
Uncle Morrison was in jail. Well, it is one of the proudest boasts I can

make to-day to be able to say that I had an uncle who was in jail. But,

ladies and gentlemen, my uncle went to jail to vindicate the rights of

public assembly." (Mackie.)
2 "The Crown agents wisely let the proceedings lapse. . . . Mr. Morrison

was given a gratifying assurance of the appreciation of his fellow citizens

by his election to the Council and his elevation to the Magisterial Bench,

followed shortly after by his appointment to the office of Burgh Chamber-

lain. The patriotic reformer whom the criminal authorities endea\ored to

convict as a law-breaker became by the choice of his fellow citizens a

Magistrate, and was further given a certificate for trustworthiness and

integrity." (Mackie.)
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grandeur of the republican system, the superiority of

America, a land peopled by our own race, a home for

freemen in which every citizen's privilege was every

man's right— these were the exciting themes upon
which I was nurtured. As a child I could have slain king,

duke, or lord, and considered their deaths a service to

the state and hence an heroic act.

Such is the influence of childhood's earliest associa-

tions that it was long before I could trust myself to

speak respectfully of any privileged class or person who
had not distinguished himself in some good way and

therefore earned the right to public respect. There was

still the sneer behind for mere pedigree— "he is noth-

ing, has done nothing, only an accident, a fraud strutting

in borrowed plumes; all he has to his account is the

accident of birth; the most fruitful part of his family,

as with the potato, lies underground." I wondered that

intelligent men could live where another human being

was born to a privilege which was not also their birth-

right. I was never tired of quoting the only words which

gave proper vent to my indignation:

"There was a Brutus once that would have brooked

Th' eternal devil to keep his state in Rome
As easily as a king."

But then kings were kings, not mere shadows. All this

was inherited, of course. I only echoed what I heard

at home.

Dunfermline has long been renowned as perhaps the

most radical town in the Kingdom, although I know
Paisley has claims. This is all the more creditable to

the cause of radicalism because in the days of which I

speak the population of Dunfermline was in large part

composed of men who were small manufacturers, each

owning his own loom or looms. They were not tied
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down to regular hours, their labors being piece work.

They got webs from the larger manufacturers and the

weaving was done at home.

These were times of intense political excitement, and

there was frequently seen throughout the entire town,

for a short time after the midday meal, small groups

of men with their aprons girt about them discussing

affairs of state. The names of Hume, Cobden, and Bright

were upon every one's tongue. I was often attracted,

small as I was, to these circles and was an earnest lis-

tener to the conversation, which was wholly one-sided.

The generally accepted conclusion was that there must

be a change. Clubs were formed among the townsfolk,

and the London newspapers were subscribed for. The

leading editorials were read every evening to the people,

strangely enough, from one of the pulpits of the town.

My uncle, Bailie Morrison, was often the reader, and,

as the articles were commented upon by him and others

after being read, the meetings were quite exciting.

These political meetings were of frequent occurrence,

and, as might be expected, I was as deeply interested

as any of the family and attended many. One of my
uncles or my father was generally to be heard. T re-

member one evening my father addressed a large out-

door meeting in the Pends. I had wedged my way in

under the legs of the hearers, and at one cheer louder

than all the rest I could not restrain my enthusiasm.

Looking up to the man under whose legs I had found

protection I informed him that was my father speaking.

He lifted me on his shoulder and kept me there.

To another meeting I was taken by my father to

hear John Bright, who spoke in favor of J. B. Smith as

the Liberal candidate for the Stirling Burghs. I m.ade the

criticism at home that Mr. Bright did not speak cor-
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rectiy, as he said "men" when he meant "maan." He
did not give the broad a we were accustomed to in

Scotland. It is not to be wondered at that, nursed amid
such surroundings, I developed into a violent young
Republican whose motto was "death to privilege."

At that time I did not know what privilege meant, but
my father did.

One of my Uncle Lauder's best stories was about this

same J. B. Smith, the friend of John Bright, who was
standing for Parliament in Dunfermline. Uncle was a
member of his Committee and all went well until it

was proclaimed that Smith was a "Unitawrian." The
district was placarded with the enquiry: Would you
vote for a "Unitawrian"? It was serious. The Chair-

man of Smith's Committee in the village of Cairney

Hill, a blacksmith, was reported as having declared

he never would. Uncle drove over to remonstrate with

him. They met in the village tavern over a gill:

"Man, I canna vote for a Unitawrian," said the

Chairman.

"But," said my uncle, "Maitland [the opposing can-

didate] is a Trinitawrian."

"Damn; that's waur," was the response.

And the blacksmith voted right. Smith won by a

small majority.

The change from hand-loom to steam-loom weaving

was disastrous to our family. My father did not recog-

nize the impending revolution, and was struggling

under the old system. His looms sank greatly in value,

and it became necessary for that power which never

failed in any emergency— my mother— to step for-

ward and endeavor to repair the family fortune. She

opened a small shop in Moodie Street and contributed

to the revenues which, though slender, nevertheless at
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that time sufficed to keep us in comfort and "resjDect-

able."

I remember that shortly after this I began to learn

what poverty meant. Dreadful days came when my
father took the last of his webs to the great manufac-

turer, and I saw my mother anxiously awaiting his re-

turn to know whether a new web was to be obtained or

that a period of idleness was upon us. It was burnt into

my heart then that my father, though neither "abject,

mean, nor vile," as Burns has it, had nevertheless to

"Beg a brother of the earth

To give him leave to toil."

And then and there came the resolve that I would cure

that when I got to be a man. We were not, however,

reduced to anything like poverty compared with many
of our neighbors. I do not know to what lengths of pri-

vation my mother would not have gone that she might

see her two boys wearing large white collars, and trimly

dressed.

In an incautious moment my parents had promised

that I should never be sent to school until I asked leave

to go. This promise I afterward learned began to give

them considerable uneasiness because as I grew up I

showed no disposition to ask. The schoolmaster, Mr.

Robert Martin, was applied to and induced to take some
notice of me. He took me upon an excursion one day
with some of my companions who attended school, and

great relief was experienced by my parents when one

day soon afterward I came and asked for permission to

go to Mr. Martin's school.^ I need not say the permis-

sion was duly granted. I had then entered upon my
eighth year, which subsequent experience leads me to

^ It was known as Rolland School.
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say is quite early enough for any child to begin attend-

ing school.

The school was a perfect delight to me, and if any-

thing occurred which prevented my attendance I was

unhappy. This happened every now and then because

my morning duty was to bring water from the well at

the head of Moodie Street. The supply was scanty and

irregular. Sometimes it was not allowed to run until

late in the morning and a score of old wives were sitting

around, the turn of each having been previously secured

through the night by placing a worthless can in the line.

This, as might be expected, led to numerous conten-

tions in which I would not be put down even by these

venerable old dames. I earned the reputation of being

*'an awfu' laddie." In this way I probably developed

the strain of argumentativeness, or perhaps combative-

ness, which has always remained with me.

In the performance of these duties I was often late

for school, but the master, knowing the cause, forgave

the lapses. In the same connection I may mention that

I had often the shop errands to run after school, so that

in looking back upon my life I have the satisfaction of

feeling that I became useful to my parents even at the

early age of ten. Soon after that the accounts of the

various people who dealt with the shop were entrusted

to my keeping so that I became acquainted, in a small

way, with business affairs even in childhood.

One cause of misery there was, however, in my school

experience. The boys nicknamed me "Martin's pet,"

and sometimes called out that dreadful epithet to me
as I passed along the street. I did not know all that it

meant, but it seemed to me a term of the utmost oppro-

brium, and I know that it kept me from responding as

freely as I should otherwise have done to that excellent
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teacher, my only schoolmaster, to whom I owe a debt

of gratitude which I regret I never had opportunity to

do more than acknowledge before he died.

( I may mention here a man whose influence over me
cannot be overestimated, my Uncle Lauder, George

Lauder's father.^ My father was necessarily constantly

at work in the loom shop and had little leisure to bestow

upon me through the day. My uncle being a shopkeeper

in the High Street was not thus tied down. Note the

location, for this was among the shopkeeping aristoc-

racy, and high and varied degrees of aristocracy there

were even among shopkeepers in Dunfermline. Deeply

affected by my Aunt Seaton's death, which occurred

about the beginning of my school life, he found his chief

solace in the companionship of his only son, George,

and myself. He possessed an extraordinary gift of deal-

ing with children and taught us many things. Among
others I remember how he taught us British history by
imagining each of the monarchs in a certain place upon

the walls of the room performing the act for which he

was well known. Thus for me King John sits to this day

above the mantelpiece signing the Magna Charta, and

Queen Victoria is on the back of the door with her

children on her knee.

It may be taken for granted that the omission which,

years after, I found in the Chapter House at Westminster

Abbey was fully supplied in our list of monarchs. A slab

in a small chapel at Westminster says that the body of

Oliver Cromwell was removed from there. In the list

of the monarchs which I learned at my uncle's knee the

grand republican monarch appeared writing his message

to the Pope of Rome, informing His Holiness that "if

' The Lauder Teclmlcal College given by Mr. Carnegie to Dunfermline

was named in honor of this uncle, George Lauder.
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he did not cease persecuting the Protestants the thunder

of Great Britain's cannon would be heard in the Vati-

can." It is needless to say that the estimate we formed

of Cromwell was that he was worth them "a' thegither."

It was from my uncle I learned all that I know of the

early history of Scotland— of Wallace and Bruce and

Burns, of Blind Harry's history, of Scott, Ramsey,

Tannahill, Hogg, and Fergusson. I can truly say in the

words of Burns that there was then and there created in

me a vein of Scottish prejudice (or patriotism) which

will cease to exist only with life. Wallace, of course, was

our hero. Everything heroic centered in him. Sad was

the day when a wicked big boy at school told me that

England was far larger than Scotland. I went to the

uncle, who had the remedy.

"Not at all, Naig; if Scotland were rolled out flat as

England, Scotland would be the larger, but would y&a

have the Highlands rolled down.^^"

Oh, never ! There was balm in Gilead for the wounded
young patriot. Later the greater population of England

was forced upon me, and again to the uncle I went.

"Yes, Naig, seven to one, but there were more than

that odds against us at Bannockburn." And again there

was joy in my heart— joy that there were more English

men there since the glory was the greater.

This is something of a commentary upon the truth

that war breeds war, that every battle sows the seeds

of future battles, and that thus nations become tradi-

tional enemies. The experience of American boys is that

of the Scotch. They grow up to read of Washington and
Valley Forge, of Hessians hired to kill Am^ericans, and

they come to hate the very name of Englishman. Such

was my experience with my American nephews. Scot-

land was all right, but England that had fought Scot-
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land was the wicked partner. Not till they became men
was the prejudice eradicated, and even yet some of it

may linger.

Uncle Lauder has told me since that he often brought

people into the room assuring them that he could make
"Dod" (George Lauder) and me weep, laugh, or close

our little fists ready to fight— in short, play upon all

our moods through the influence of poetry and song.

The betrayal of Wallace was his trump card which never

failed to cause our little hearts to sob, a complete break-

down being the invariable result. Often as he told the

story it never lost its hold. No doubt it received from
time to time new embellishments. My uncle's stories

never wanted "the hat and the stick" which Scott gave
his. How wonderful is the influence of a hero upon
children

!

I spent many hours and evenings in the High Street

with my uncle and "Dod," and thus began a lifelong

brotherly alliance between the latter and myself. " Dod "

and "Naig" we always were in the family. I could not

say " George " in infancy and he could not get more than

"Naig" out of Carnegie, and it has always been "Dod"
and "Naig" with us. No other names would mean any-

thing.

There were two roads by which to return from my
uncle's house in the High Street to my home in Moodie
Street at the foot of the town, one along the eerie

churchyard of the Abbey among the dead, where there

was no light; and the other along the lighted streets by
way of the May Gate. When it became necessary for me
to go home, my uncle, with a wicked pleasure, would
ask which way I was going. Thinking what Wallace
Vv'ould do, I always replied I was going by the Abbey. I

have the satisfaction of believing that never, not even
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upon one occasion, did I yield to the temptation to take

the other turn and follow the lamps at the junction of

the May Gate. I often passed along that churchyard

and through the dark arch of the Abbey with my heart

in my mouth. Trying to whistle and keep up my cour-

age, I would plod through the darkness, falling back in

all emergencies upon the thought of what Wallace would
have done if he had met with any foe, natural or super-

natural.

King Robert the Bruce never got justice from my
cousin or myself in childhood. It was enough for us that

he was a king while Wallace was the man of the peo-

ple. Sir John Graham was our second. The intensity of

a Scottish boy's patriotism, reared as I was, constitutes

a real force in his life to the very end. If the source

of my stock of that prime article— courage— were

studied, I am sure the final analysis would find it

founded upon Wallace, the hero of Scotland. It is a

tower of strength for a boy to have a hero.

It gave me a pang to find when I reached America
that there was any other country which pretended to

have anything to be proud of. What was a country with-

out Wallace, Bruce, and Burns? I find in the untraveled

Scotsman of to-day something still of this feeling. It

remains for maturer years and wider knowledge to tell

us that every nation has its heroes, its romance, its

traditions, and its achievements; and while the true

Scotsman will not find reason in after years to lower the

estimate he has formed of his own country and of its

position even among the larger nations of the earth, he

will find ample reason to raise his opinion of other na-

tions because they all have much to be proud of—
quite enough to stimulate their sons so to act their parts

as not to disgrace the land that gave them birth.
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It was years before I could feel that the new land

could be anything but a temporary abode. My heart

was in Scotland. I resembled Principal Peterson's lit-

tle boy who, when in Canada, in reply to a question, said

he liked Canada "very well for a visit, but he could

never live so far away from the remains of Bruce and

Wallace."



CHAPTER II

DUNFERMLINE AND AMERICA

Y good Uncle Lauder justly set great value upon

recitation in education, and many were the pen-

nies which Dod and I received for this. In our little

frocks or shirts, our sleeves rolled up, paper helmets

and blackened faces, with laths for swords, my cousin

and myself were kept constantly reciting Norval and

Glenalvon, Roderick Dhu and James Fitz-James to

our schoolmates and often to the older people.

I remember distinctly that in the celebrated dialogue

between Norval and Glenalvon we had some qualms

about repeating the phrase, — "and false as hell'' At

first we made a slight cough over the objectionable

word which always created amusement among the spec-

tators. It was a great day for us when my uncle per-

suaded us that we could say "hell" without swearing.

I am afraid we practiced it very often. I always played

the part of Glenalvon and made a great mouthful of the

word. It had for me the wonderful fascination attributed

to forbidden fruit. I can well understand the story of

Marjory Fleming, who being cross one morning when

Walter Scott called and asked how she was, answered:

"I am very cross this morning, Mr. Scott. I just want

to say 'damn' [with a swing], but I winna."

Thereafter the expression of the one fearful word

was a great point. Ministers could say "damnation"

in the pulpit without sin, and so we, too, had full

range on "hell" in recitation. Another passage made

a deep impression. In the fight between Norval and

Glenalvon, Norval says, "When we contend again our
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strife is mortal." Using these words in an article written

for the "North American Review" in 1897, my uncle

came across them and immediately sat down and wrote

me from Dunfermline that he knew where I had found

the words. He was the only man living who did.

My power to memorize must have been greatly

strengthened by the mode of teaching adopted by my
uncle. I cannot name a more important means of bene-

fiting young people than encouraging them to commit

favorite pieces to memory and recite them often. Any-

thing which pleased me I could learn with a rapidity

which surprised partial friends. I could memorize any-

thing whether it pleased me or not, but if it did not im-

press me strongly it passed away in a few hours.

One of the trials of my boy's life at school in Dun-

fermline was committing to memory two double verses

of the Psalms which I had to recite daily. My plan was

not to look at the psalm until I had started for school.

It was not more than five or six minutes' slow walk, but

I could readily master the task in that time, and, as the

psalm was the first lesson, I was prepared and passed

through the ordeal successfully. Had I been asked to

repeat the psalm thirty minutes afterwards the attempt

would, I fear, have ended in disastrous failure.

The first penny I ever earned or ever received from

any person beyond the family circle was one from my
school-teacher, Mr. Martin, for repeating before the

school Burns's poem, "Man was made to Mourn." In

writing this I am reminded that in later years, dining

with Mr. John Morley in London, the conversation

turned upon the life of Wordsworth, and Mr. Morley

said he had been searching his Burns for the poem to

"Old Age," so much extolled by him, which he had not

been able to find under that title. I had the pleasure of
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repeating part of it to him. He promptly handed me a

second penny. Ah, great as Morley is, he was n't my
school-teacher, Mr. Martin— the first "great" man I

ever knew. Truly great was he to me. But a hero surely

is "Honest John" Morley.

In religious matters we were not much hampered.

While other boys and girls at school were compelled to

learn the Shorter Catechism, Dod and I, by some ar-

rangement the details of which I never clearly under-

stood, were absolved. All of our family connections,

Morrisons and Landers, were advanced in their theologi-

cal as in their political views, and had objections to the

catechism, I have no doubt. We had not one orthodox

Presbyterian in our family circle. My father. Uncle and

Aunt Aitken, Uncle Lauder, and also my Uncle Car-

negie, had fallen away from the tenets of Calvinism.

At a later day most of them found refuge for a time in

the doctrines of Swedenborg. My mother was always

reticent upon religious subjects. She never mentioned

these to me nor did she attend church, for she had no

servant in those early days and did all the housework,

including cooking our Sunday dinner. A great reader,

always, Channing the Unitarian was in those days her

special delight. She was a marvel!

During my childhood the atmosphere around me was

in a state of violent disturbance in matters theological

as well as political. Along with the most advanced ideas

which were being agitated in the political world— the

death of privilege, the equality of the citizen, Repub-
licanism — I heard many disputations upon theological

subjects which the impressionable child drank in to an

extent quite unthought of by his elders. I well remember
that the stern doctrines of Calvinism lay as a terrible

nightmare upon me, but that state of mind was soon
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over, owing to the influences of which I have spoken. I

grew up treasuring within me the fact that my father

had risen and left the Presbyterian Church one day
when the minister preached the doctrine of infant

damnation. This was shortly after I had made my ap-

pearance.

Father could not stand it and said: "If that be your
religion and that your God, I seek a better religion and
a nobler God." He left the Presbyterian Church never

to return, but he did not cease to attend various other

churches. I saw him enter the closet every morning to

pray and that impressed me. He was indeed a saint and
always remained devout. All sects became to him as

agencies for good. He had discovered that theologies

were many, but religion was one. I was quite satisfied

that my father knew better than the minister, who pic-

tured not the Heavenly Father, but the cruel avenger

of the Old Testament— an "Eternal Torturer" as An-
drew D. White ventures to call him in his autobiography.

Fortunately this conception of the Unknown is now
largely of the past.

One of the chief enjoyments of my childhood was the

keeping of pigeons and rabbits. I am grateful every time

I think of the trouble my father took to build a suitable

house for these pets. Our home became headquarters

for my young companions. My mother was always look-

ing to home influences as the best means of keeping her

two boys in the right path. She used to say that the!

first step in this direction was to make home pleasant;

and there was nothing she and my father would not do
to please us and the neighbors' children who centered

about us.

My first business venture was securing my compan-
ions' services for a season as an employer, the compen-
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sation being that the young rabbits, when such came,

should be named after them. The Saturday holiday

was generally spent by my flock in gathering food for

the rabbits. My conscience reproves me to-day, looking

back, when I think of the hard bargain I drove with my
young playmates, many of whom were content to gather

dandelions and clover for a whole season with me, con-

ditioned upon this unique reward— the poorest return

ever made to labor. Alas ! what else had I to offer them

!

Not a penny.

I treasure the remembrance of this plan as the earliest

evidence of organizing power upon the development of

which my material success in life has hung— a success

not to be attributed to what I have known or done my-
self, but to the faculty of knowing and choosing others

who did know better than myself. Precious knowledge

this for any man to possess. I did not understand steam

machinery, but I tried to understand that much more
complicated piece of mechanism— man. Stopping at

a small Highland inn on our coaching trip in 1898, a

gentleman came forward and introduced himself. He
was Mr. Macintosh, the great furniture manufacturer

of Scotland— a fine character as I found out afterward.

He said he had ventured to make himself known as he

was one of the boys who had gathered, and sometimes

he feared "conveyed," spoil for the rabbits, and had
"one named after him." It may be imagined how glad

I was to meet him— the only one of the rabbit boys

I have met in after-life. I hope to keep his friendship to

the last and see him often. [As I read this manuscript

to-day, December 1, 1913, I have a very precious note

from him, recalling old times when we were boys to-

gether. He has a reply by this time that will warm his

heart as his note did mine.]
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With the introduction and improvement of steam

machinery, trade grew worse and worse in DunfermUne

for the small manufacturers, and at last a letter was

written to my mother's two sisters in Pittsburgh stating

that the idea of our going to them was seriously enter-

tained— not, as I remember hearing my parents say,

to benefit their own condition, but for the sake of their

two young sons. Satisfactory letters were received in

reply. The decision was taken to sell the looms and fur-

niture by auction. And my father's sweet voice sang

often to mother, brother, and me:

"To the West, to the West, to the land of the free,

W^here the mighty Missouri rolls down to the sea;

Where a man is a man even though he must toil

And the poorest may gather the fruits of the soil."

The proceeds of the sale were most disappointing. The
looms brought hardly anything, and the result was that

twenty pounds more were needed to enable the family to

pay passage to America. Here let me record an act of

friendship performed by a lifelong companion of my
mother— who always attracted stanch friends because

she was so stanch herself— Mrs. Henderson, by birth

Ella Ferguson, the name by which she was known in

our family. She boldly ventured to advance the need-

ful twenty pounds, my Uncles Lauder and Morrison

guaranteeing repajTnent. Uncle Lauder also lent his

aid and advice, managing all the details for us, and on

the 17th day of May, 1848, we left Dunfermline. INIy

father's age was then forty-three, my mother's thirty-

three. I was in my thirteenth year, my brother Tom
in his fifth year— a beautiful white-haired child with

lustrous black eyes, who everywhere attracted atten-

tion.
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I had left school forever, with the exception of one

winter's night-schooling in America, and later a French

night-teacher for a time, and, strange to say, an elocu-

tionist from whom I learned how to declaim. I could

read, write, and cipher, and had begun the study of

algebra and of Latin. A letter written to my Uncle

Lauder during the voyage, and since returned, shows

that I was then a better penman than now. I had
wrestled with English grammar, and knew as little of

what it was designed to teach as children usually do. I

had read little except about Wallace, Bruce, and Burns;

but knew many familiar pieces of poetry by heart. I

should add to this the fairy tales of childhood, and

especially the "Arabian Nights," by which I was

carried into a new world. I was in dreamland as I de-

voured those stories.

On the morning of the day we started from beloved

Dunfermline, in the omnibus that ran upon the coal

railroad to Charleston, I remember that I stood with

tearful eyes looking out of the window until Dunferm-

line vanished from view, the last structure to fade

being the grand and sacred old Abbey. During my first

fourteen years of absence my thought was almost daily,

as it was that morning, "When shall I see you again.^^"

Few days passed in which I did not see in my mind's

eye the talismanic letters on the Abbey tower—
"King Robert The Bruce." All my recollections of

childhood, all I knew of fairyland, clustered around the

old Abbey and its curfew bell, which tolled at eight

o'clock every evening and was the signal for me to run

to bed before it stopped. I have referred to that bell in

my "American Four-in-Hand in Britain" ^when passing

the Abbey and I may as well quote from it now:
* An American Four-in-Hand in Britain. New York, 1886.
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As we drove down the Pends I was standing on the front

seat of the coach with Provost Walls, when I heard the first

toll of the Abbej' bell, tolled in honor of my mother and my-
self. My knees sank from under me, the tears came rushing

before I knew it, and I turned round to tell the Provost that

I must give in. For a moment I felt as if I were about to

faint. Fortunately I saw that there was no crowd before us

for a little distance. I had time to regain control, and biting

my lips till they actually bled, I murmured to myself, "No
matter, keep cool, you must go on"; but never can there

come to my ears on earth, nor enter so deep into my soul, a

sound that shall haunt and subdue me with its sweet, gra-

cious, melting power as that did.

By that curfew bell I had been laid in my little couch to

sleep the sleep of childish innocence. Father and mother,
sometimes the one, sometimes the other, had told me as they
bent lovingly over me night after night, what that bell said

as it tolled. Many good words has that bell spoken to me
through their translations. No wrong thing did I do through
the daj^ which that voice from all I knevv^ of heaven and the

great Father there did not tell me kindly about ere I sank to

sleep, spealdng the words so plainly that I knew that the

power that moved it had seen all and was not angry, never

angry, never, but so very, very sorry. Nor is that bell dumb
to me to-day when I hear its voice. It still has its message,

and now it sounded to welcome back the exiled mother and
son under its precious <;are again.

The world has not within its power to devise, much less to

bestow upon us, such reward as that which the Abbey bell

gave when it tolled in our honor. But my brother Tom should

have been there also; this was the thought that came. He,
too, was beginning to know the wonders of that bell ere we
were away to the newer land.

Rousseau wished to die to the strains of sweet music. Could
I choose my accompaniment, I could wish to pass into the

dim beyond with the tolling of the Abbey bell sounding in

my ears, telling me of the race that had been run, and calling

me, as it had called the little white-haired child, for the last

time— to sleep.
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I have had many letters from readers speaking of this pas-

sage in my book, some of the writers going so far as to say

that tears fell as they read. It came from the heart and
perhaps that is why it reached the hearts of others.

We were rowed over in a small boat to the Edin-

burgh steamer in the Firth of Forth. As I was about

to be taken from the small boat to the steamer, I rushed

to Uncle Lauder and clung round his neck, crying out:

"I cannot leave you! I cannot leave you!" I was torn

from him by a kind sailor who lifted me up on the deck

of the steamer. Upon my return visit to Dunfermline

this dear old fellow, when he came to see me, told me it

was the saddest parting he had ever witnessed.

We sailed from the Broomielaw of Glasgow in the

800-ton sailing ship Wlscasset. During the seven weeks

of the voyage, I came to know the sailors quite well,

learned the names of the ropes, and was able to direct

the passengers to answer the call of the boatswain, for

the ship being undermanned, the aid of the passengers

was urgently required. In consequence I was invited

by the sailors to participate on Sundays, in the one

delicacy of the sailors' mess, plum duff. I left the ship

with sincere regret.

The arrival at New York was bewildering. I had
been taken to see the Queen at Edinburgh, but that was
the extent of my travels before emigrating. Glasgow we
had not time to see before we sailed. New York was the

first great hive of human industry among the inhabit-

ants of which I had mingled, and the bustle and excite-

ment of it overwhelmed me. The incident of our stay in

New York which impressed me most occurred while I was
walking through Bowling Green at Castle Garden. I was
caught up in the arms of one of the Wiscasset sailors,

Robert Barryman, who was decked out in regular Jack-
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ashore fashion, with blue jacket and white trousers. I

thought him the most beautiful man I had ever seen.

He took me to a refreshment stand and ordered a

glass of sarsaparilla for me, which I drank with as much
relish as if it were the nectar of the gods. To this day

nothing that I have ever seen of the kind rivals the im-

age which remains in my mind of the gorgeousness of

the highly ornamented brass vessel out of which that

nectar came foaming. Often as I have passed the identi-

cal spot I see standing there the old woman's sarsapa-

rilla stand, and I marvel what became of the dear old

sailor. I have tried to trace him, but in vain, hoping

that if found he might be enjoying a ripe old age, and

that it might be in my power to add to the pleasure of

his declining years. He was my ideal Tom Bowling, and
when that fine old song is sung I always see as the "form
of manly beauty" my dear old friend Barryman. Alas!

ere this he's gone aloft. Well; by his kindness on the

voyage he made one boy his devoted friend and admirer.

We knew only Mr. and Mrs. Sloane in New York—
parents of the well-known John, W^illie, and Henry
Sloane. Mrs. Sloane (Euphemia Douglas) was my
mother's companion in childhood in Dunfermline. Mr.
Sloane and my father had been fellow weavers. We
called upon them and were warmly welcomed. It was a

genuine pleasure when W'illie, his son, bought ground

from me in 1900 opposite our New York residence for

his two married daughters so that our children of the

third generation became playmates as our mothers

were in Scotland.

My father was induced by emigration agents in New
York to take the Erie Canal by way of Buffalo and
Lake Erie to Cleveland, and thence down the canal to

Beaver— a journey which then lasted three weeks.
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and is made to-day by rail in ten hours. There was no

railway communication then with Pittsburgh, nor in-

deed with any western town. The Erie Railway was

under construction and we saw gangs of men at work

upon it as we traveled. Nothing comes amiss to youth,

and I look back upon my three weeks as a passenger

upon the canal-boat with unalloyed pleasure. All that

was disagreeable in my experience has long since faded

from recollection, excepting the night we were com-

pelled to remain upon the wharf-boat at Beaver wait-

ing for the steamboat to take us up the Ohio to Pitts-

burgh. This was our first introduction to the mosquito

in all its ferocity. My mother suffered so severely that

in the morning she could hardly see. We were all

frightful sights, but I do not remember that even the

stinging misery of that night kept me from sleeping

soundly. I could always sleep, never knowing "horrid

night, the child of hell."

Our friends in Pittsburgh had been anxiously waiting

to hear from us, and in their warm and affectionate

greeting all our troubles v/ere forgotten. W^e took up

our residence with them in Allegheny City. A brother

of my Uncle Hogan had built a small weaver's shop at

the back end of a lot in Rebecca Street. This had a

second story in which there were two rooms, and it

^vas in these (free of rent, for my Aunt Aitken owned

them) that my parents began housekeeping. My uncle

soon gave up weaving and my father took his place and

began making tablecloths, which he had not only to

weave, but afterwards, acting as his own merchant, to

travel and sell, as no dealers could be found to take

them in quantity. He was compelled to market them

himself, selling from door to door. The returns were

meager in the extreme.
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As usual, my mother came to the rescue. There was

no keeping her down. In her youth she had learned to

bind shoes in her father's business for pin-money, and

the skill then acquired was now turned to account for

the benefit of the family. Mr. Phipps, father of my
friend and partner Mr. Henry Phipps, was, like my
grandfather, a master shoemaker. He was our neighbor

in Allegheny City. Work was obtained from him, and in

addition to attending to her household duties— for, of

course, we had no servant— this wonderful woman, my
mother, earned four dollars a week by binding shoes.

Midnight would often find her at work. In the intervals

during the day and evening, when household cares

w^ould permit, and my young brother sat at her knee

threading needles and waxing the thread for her, she

recited to him, as she had to me, the gems of Scottish

minstrelsy which she seemed to have by heart, or told

him tales which failed not to contain a moral.

This is where the children of honest poverty have
the most precious of all advantages over those of wealth.

The mother, nurse, cook, governess, teacher, saint, all

in one; the father, exemplar, guide, counselor, and
friend ! Thus were my brother and I brought up. What
has the child of millionaire or nobleman that counts

compared to such a heritage.'^

]\Iy mother was a busy woman, but all her work did

not prevent her neighbors from soon recognizing her

as a wise and kindly woman whom they could call

upon for counsel or help in times of trouble. Many have
told me what my mother did for them. So it was in

after years wherever we resided; rich and poor came to

her with their trials and found good counsel. She tow-
ered among her neighbors wherever she went.
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PITTSBURGH AND WORK

THE great question now was, what could be found

for me to do. I had just completed my thirteenth

year, and I fairly panted to get to work that I might
help the family to a start in the new land. The pros-

pect of want had become to me a frightful nightmare.

My thoughts at this period centered in the determina-

tion that we should make and save enough of money
to produce three hundred dollars a year— twenty-five

dollars monthly, which I figured was the sum required

to keep us without being dependent upon others.

Every necessary thing was very cheap in those days.

The brother of my Uncle Hogan would often ask

what my parents meant to do with me, and one day
there occurred the most tragic of all scenes I have ever

witnessed. Never can I forget it. He said, with the

kindest intentions in the world, to my mother, that I

was a likely boy and apt to learn; and he believed that

if a basket were fitted out for me with knickknacks to

sell, I could peddle them around the wharves and make
quite a considerable sum. I never knew what an en-

raged woman meant till then. My mother was sitting

sewing at the moment, but she sprang to her feet with

outstretched hands and shook them in his face.

"What! my son a peddler and go among rough men
upon the wharves! I would rather throw him into the

Allegheny River. Leave me!" she cried, pointing to the

door, and Mr. Hogan went.

She stood a tragic queen. The next moment she had
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broken down, but only for a few moments did tears

fall and sobs come. Then she took her two boys in her

arms and told us not to mind her foolishness. There

were many things in the world for us to do and we
could be useful men, honored and respected, if we al-

ways did what was right. It was a repetition of Helen

Macgregor, in her reply to Osbaldistone in which she

threatened to have her prisoners "chopped into as

many pieces as there are checks in the tartan." But

the reason for the outburst was different. It was not

because the occupation suggested was peaceful labor,

for we were taught that idleness was disgraceful; but

because the suggested occupation was somewhat va-

grant in character and not entirely respectable in her

eyes. Better death. Yes, mother would have taken

her two boys, one under each arm, and perished with

them rather than they should mingle with low com-

pany in their extreme youth.

As I look back upon the early struggles this can be

said: there was not a prouder family in the land. A keen

sense of honor, independence, self-respect, pervaded the

household. Walter Scott said of Burns that he had the

most extraordinary eye he ever saw in a human being.

I can say as much for my mother. As Burns has it:

"Her eye even turned on empty space,

Beamed keen with honor."

Anything low, mean, deceitful, shifty, coarse, under-

hand, or gossipy was foreign to that heroic soul. Tom
and I could not help growing up respectable characters,

having such a mother and such a father, for the father,

too, was one of nature's noblemen, beloved by all, a

saint.

Soon after this incident my father found it necessary
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to give up hand-loom weaving and to enter the cot-

ton factory of Mr. Blackstock, an old Scotsman in

Allegheny City, where we lived. In this factory he also

obtained for me a position as bobbin boy, and my first

work was done there at one dollar and twenty cents

per week. It was a hard life. In the winter father and

I had to rise and breakfast in the darkness, reach the

factory before it was daylight, and, with a short interval

for lunch, work till after dark. The hours hung heavily

upon me and in the work itself I took no pleasure; but

the cloud had a silver lining, as it gave me the feeling

that I was doing something for my world— our family.
J

I have made millions since, but none of those millions"

gave me such happiness as my first week's earnings.

I was now a helper of the family, a breadwinner, and
no longer a total charge upon my parents. Often had
I heard my father's beautiful singing of "The Boatie

Rows" and often I longed to fulfill the last lines of the

verse:

"When Aaleck, Jock, and Jeanettie,

Are up and got their lair, ^

They'll serve to gar the boatie row.

And lichten a' our care."

I was going to make our tiny craft skim. It should be
noted here that Aaleck, Jock, and Jeanettie were first

to get their education. Scotland was the first country

that required all parents, high or low, to educate their

children, and established the parish public schools.

Soon after this Mr. John Hay, a fellow-Scotch manu-
facturer of bobbins in Allegheny City, needed a boy,

and asked whether I would not go into his service. I

went, and received two dollars per week; but at first

the work was even more irksome than the factory. I

^ Education.
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had to run a small steam-engine and to fire the boiler in

the cellar of the bobbin factory. It was too much for me.

I found myself night after night, sitting up in bed

trying the steam gauges, fearing at one time that the

steam was too low and that the workers above would

complain that they had not power enough, and at

another time that the steam was too high and that the

boiler might burst.

But all this it was a matter of honor to conceal from

my parents. They had their own troubles and bore

them. I must play the man and bear mine. My hopes

were high, and I looked every day for some change to

take place. What it was to be I knew not, but that it

would come I felt certain if I kept on. Besides, at this

date I was not beyond asking myself what Wallace

would have done and what a Scotsman ought to do.

Of one thing I was sure, he ought never to give up.

One day the chance came. Mr. Hay had to make
out some bills. He had no clerk, and was himself a poor

penman. He asked me what kind of hand I could write,

and gave me some writing to do. The result pleased

him, and he found it convenient thereafter to let me
make out his bills. I was also good at figures; and he

soon found it to be to his interest — and besides, dear

old man, I believe he was moved by good feeling to-

ward the white-haired boy, for he had a kind heart and

was Scotch and wished to relieve me from the engine—
to put me at other things, less objectionable except in

one feature.

It now became my duty to bathe the newly made
spools in vats of oil. Fortunately there was a room re-

served for this purpose and I was alone, but not all the

resolution I could muster, nor all the indignation I felt

at my own weakness, prevented my stomach from be-
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having in a most perverse way. I never succeeded in

overcoming the nausea produced by the smell of the

oil. Even Wallace and Bruce proved impotent here. But
if I had to lose breakfast, or dinner, I had all the better

appetite for supper, and the allotted work was done.

A real disciple of Wallace or Bruce could not give up;

he would die first.

My service with Mr. Hay was a distinct advance

upon the cotton factory, and I also made the acquaint-

ance of an employer who was very kind to me. Mr. Hay
kept his books in single entry, and I was able to handle

them for him ; but hearing that all great firms kept their

books in double entry, and after talking over the matter

with my companions, John Phipps, Thomas N. Miller,

and William Cowley, we all determined to attend night

school during the winter and learn the larger system.

So the four of us went to a Mr. Williams in Pittsburgh

and learned double-entry bookkeeping.

One evening, early in 1850, when I returned home
from work, I was told that Mr. David Brooks, manager

of the telegraph office, had asked my Uncle Hogan if he

knew where a good boy could be found to act as mes-

senger. Mr. Brooks and my uncle were enthusiastic

draught-players, and it was over a game of draughts

that this important inquiry was made. Upon such trifles

do the most momentous consequences hang. A word,

a look, an accent, may affect the destiny not only of

individuals, but of nations. He is a bold man who calls

anything a trifle. Who was it who, being advised to dis-

regard trifles, said he always would if any one could tell

him what a trifle was? The young should remember that

upon trifles the best gifts of the gods often hang.

My uncle mentioned my name, and said he would see

whether I would take the position. I remember so well
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the family council that was held. Of course I was wild

with delight. No bird that ever was confined in a cage

longed for freedom more than I. Mother favored, but

father was disposed to deny my wish. It would prove

too much for me, he said; I was too young and too small.

For the two dollars and a half per week offered it was
evident that a much larger boy was expected. Late at

night I might be required to run out into the country

with a telegram, and there would be dangers to encoun-

ter. Upon the whole my father said that it was best that

I should remain where I was. He subsequently withdrew

his objection, so far as to give me leave to try, and I be-

lieve he went to Mr. Hay and consulted with him. Mr.

Hay thought it would be for my advantage, and al-

though, as he said, it would be an inconvenience to him,

still he advised that I should try, and if I failed he was
kind enough to say that my old place would be open

for me.

This being decided, I was asked to go over the river

to Pittsburgh and call on Mr. Brooks. My father wished

to go with me, and it was settled that he should accom-

pany me as far as the telegraph office, on the corner of

Fourth and Wood Streets. It was a bright, sunshiny

morning and this augured well. Father and I walked

over from Allegheny to Pittsburgh, a distance of nearly

two miles from our house. Arrived at the door I asked

father to wait outside. I insisted upon going alone up-

stairs to the second or operating floor to see the great

man and learn my fate. I was led to this, perhaps, be-

cause I had by that time begun to consider myself some-

thing of an American. At first boys used to call me
** Scotchie ! Scotchie

!

" and I answered, " Yes, I 'm Scotch

and I am proud of the name." But in speech and in ad-

dress the broad Scotch had been worn off to a slight
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extent, and I imagined that I could make a smarter

showing if alone with Mr. Brooks than if my good old

Scotch father were present, perhaps to smile at my airs.

I was dressed in my one white linen shirt, which was

usually kept sacred for the Sabbath day, my blue round-

about, and my whole Sunday suit. I had at that time, and

for a few weeks after I entered the telegraph service, but

one linen suit of summer clothing; and every Saturday

night, no matter if that was my night on duty and I did

not return till near midnight, my mother washed those

clothes and ironed them, and I put them on fresh on

Sabbath morning. There was nothing that heroine did

not do in the struggle we were making for elbow room

in the western world. Father's long factory hours tried

his strength, but he, too, fought the good fight like a

hero and never failed to encourage me.

The interview was successful. I took care to explain

that I did not know Pittsburgh, that perhaps I would

not do, would not be strong enough; but all I wanted

was a trial. He asked me how soon I could come, and

I said that I could stay now if wanted. And, looking

back over the circumstance, I think that answer might

well be pondered by young men. It is a great mistake not

to seize the opportunity. The position was offered to me;
something might occur, some other boy might be sent

for. Having got myself in I proposed to stay there if

I could. Mr. Brooks very kindly called the other boy—
for it was an additional messenger that was wanted—
and asked him to show me about, and let me go with

him and learn the business. I soon found opportunity to

run down to the corner of the street and tell my father

that it was all right, and to go home and tell mother

that I had got the situation.

And that is how in 18j0 I got my first real start in life.
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From the dark cellar running a steam-engine at two
dollars a week, begrimed with coal dirt, without a trace

of the elevating influences of life, I was lifted into para-

dise, yes, heaven, as it seemed to me, with newspapers,

pens, pencils, and sunshine about me. There was scarcely

a minute in which I could not learn something or find

out how much there was to learn and how little I knew.

I felt that my foot was upon the ladder and that I was
bound to climb.

I had only one fear, and that was that I could not

learn quickly enough the addresses of the various busi-

ness houses to which messages had to be delivered.

I therefore began to note the signs of these houses up

one side of the street and down the other. At night I ex-

ercised my memory by naming in succession the various

firms. Before long I could shut my eyes and, beginning

at the foot of a business street, call off the names of the

firms in proper order along one side to the top of the

street, then crossing on the other side go down in regu-

lar order to the foot again.

The next step was to know the men themselves, for it

gave a messenger a great advantage, and often saved

a long journey, if he knew members or employees of

firms. He might meet one of these going direct to his

office. It was reckoned a great triumph among the boys

to deliver a message upon the street. And there was the

additional satisfaction to the boy himself, that a great

man (and most men are great to messengers), stopped

upon the street in this way, seldom failed to note the

boy and compliment him.

The Pittsburgh of 1850 was very different from what

it has since become. It had not yet recovered from the

great fire which destroyed the entire business portion of

the city on April 10, 1845. The houses were mainly of
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wood, a few only were of brick, and not one was fire-

proof. The entire population in and around Pittsburgh

was not over forty thousand. The business portion of

the city did not extend as far as Fifth Avenue, which was

then a very quiet street, remarkable only for having the

theater upon it. Federal Street, Allegheny, consisted of

straggling business houses with great open spaces be-

tween them, and I remember skating upon ponds in

the very heart of the present Fifth Ward. The site of

our Union Iron Mills was then, and many years later,

a cabbage garden.

General Robinson, to whom I dehvered many a tele-

graph message, was the first white child born west of the

Ohio River. I saw the first telegraph line stretched from

the east into the city; and, at a later date, I also saw the

first locomotive, for the Ohio and Pennsylvania Rail-

road, brought by canal from Philadelphia and unloaded

from a scow in Allegheny City. There was no direct

railway communication to the East. Passengers took

the canal to the foot of the Allegheny Mountains, over

which they were transported to HoUidaysburg, a dis-

tance of thirty miles by rail; thence by canal again to

Columbia, and then eighty-one miles by rail to Phila-

delphia— a journey which occupied three days.^

The great event of the day in Pittsburgh at that time

was the arrival and departure of the steam packet to

and from Cincinnati, for daily communication had been

established. The business of the city was largely that of

forwarding merchandise East and West, for it was the

great transfer station from river to canal. A rolling mill

^ "Beyond Philadelphia was the Camden and Amboy Railway ; beyond
Pittsburgh, the Fort Wayne and Chicago, separate organizations with
which we had nothing to do." (P/oWems of ^©-(Za?/, by Andrew Carnegie,

p. 187. New York, 1908.)
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had begun to roll iron; but not a ton of pig metal was

made, and not a ton of steel for many a year thereafter.

The pig iron manufacture at first was a total failure

because of the lack of proper fuel, although the most

valuable deposit of coking coal in the world lay within

a few miles, as much undreamt of for coke to smelt iron-

stone as the stores of natural gas which had for ages

Iain untouched under the city.

There were at that time not half a dozen "carriage"

people in the town ; and not for many years after was the

attempt made to introduce livery, even for a coachman.

As late as 1861, perhaps, the most notable financial

event which had occurred in the annals of Pittsburgh

was the retirement from business of Mr. Fahnestock

with the enormous sum of $174,000, paid by his partners

for his interest. How great a sum that seemed then and
how trifling now!

My position as messenger boy soon made me ac-

quainted with the few leading men of the city. The bar

of Pittsburgh was distinguished. Judge Wilkins was at

its head, and he and Judge MacCandless, Judge Mc-
Clure, Charles Shaler and his partner, Edwin M. Stan-

ton, afterwards the great War Secretary ("Lincoln's

right-hand man") were all well known to me— the last-

named especially, for he was good enough to take notice

of me as a boy. In business circles among prominent men
who still survive, Thomas M. Howe, James Park, C. G.

Hussey, Benjamin F. Jones, William Thaw, John Chal-

fant. Colonel Herron were great men to whom the mes-

senger boys looked as models, and not bad models

either, as their lives proved. [Alas! all dead as I revise

this paragraph in 1906, so steadily moves the solemn

procession.]

My life as a telegraph messenger was in every respect
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a happy one, and it was while in this position that I laid

the foundation of my closest friendships. The senior

messenger boy being promoted, a new boy was needed,

and he came in the person of David McCargo, after-

wards the well-known superintendent of the Allegheny

Valley Railway. He was made my companion and we
had to deliver all the messages from the Eastern line,

while two other boys delivered the messages from the

West. The Eastern and Western Telegraph Companies
were then separate, although occupying the same build-

ing. "Davy" and I became firm friends at once, one

great bond being that he was Scotch; for, although

"Davy" was born in America, his father was quite as

much a Scotsman, even in speech, as my own father.

A short time after "Davy's" appointment a third

boy was required, and this time I was asked if I could

find a suitable one. This I had no difficulty in doing in

my chum, Robert Pitcairn, later on my successor as

superintendent and general agent at Pittsburgh of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. Robert, like myself, was not only

Scotch, but Scotch-born, so that "Davy," "Bob," and

"Andy" became the three Scotch boys who delivered

all the messages of the Eastern Telegraph Line in Pitts-

burgh, for the then magnificent salary of two and a half

dollars per week. It was the duty of the boys to sweep

the office each morning, and this we did in turn, so it

will be seen that we all began at the bottom. Hon. H. W.
Oliver,^ head of the great manufacturing firm of Oliver

Brothers, and W. C. Morland,^ City Solicitor, subse-

quently joined the corps and started in the same fash-

ion. It is not the rich man's son that the young struggler

for advancement has to fear in the race of life, nor his

nephew, nor his cousin. Let him look out for the "dark

1 Died 1904. 2 Died i889.
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horse" in the boy who begins by sweeping out the

office.

A messenger boy in those days had many pleasures.

There were wholesale fruit stores, where a pocketful of

apples was sometimes to be had for the prompt delivery

of a message; bakers' and confectioners' shops, where

sweet cakes were sometimes given to him. He met with

very kind men, to whom he looked up with respect;

they spoke a pleasant word and complimented him on

his promptness, perhaps asked him to deliver a message

on the way back to the office. I do not know a situation

in which a boy is more apt to attract attention, which is

all a really clever boy requires in order to rise. Wise men
are always looking out for clever boys.

One great excitement of this life was the extra

charge of ten cents which we were permitted to collect

for messages delivered beyond a certain limit. These
*' dime messages," as might be expected, were anxiously

watched, and quarrels arose among us as to the right

of delivery. In some cases it was alleged boys had now
and then taken a dime message out of turn. This was
the only cause of serious trouble among us. By way of

settlement I proposed that we should "pool" these mes-

sages and divide the cash equally at the end of each

week. I was appointed treasurer. Peace and good-humor
reigned ever afterwards. This pooling of extra earnings

not being intended to create artificial prices was really

cooperation. It was my first essay in financial organiza-

tion.

The boys considered that they had a perfect right to

spend these dividends, and the adjoining confectioner's

shop had running accounts with most of them. The ac-

counts were sometimes greatly overdrawn. The treas-

urer had accordingly to notify the confectioner, which
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he did in due form, that he would not be responsible for

any debts contracted by the too hungry and greedy

boys. Robert Pitcairn was the worst offender of all, ap-

parently having not only one sweet tooth, but all his

teeth of that character. He explained to me confiden-

tially one day, when I scolded him, that he had live

things in his stomach that gnawed his insides until fed

upon sweets.



CHAPTER IV

COLONEL ANDERSON AND BOOKS

WITH all their pleasures the messenger boys were
hard worked. Every other evening they were re-

quired to be on duty until the office closed, and on these

nights it was seldom that I reached home before eleven

o'clock. On the alternating nights we were relieved at

six. This did not leave much time for self-improvement,

nor did the wants of the family leave any money to

spend on books. There came, however, like a blessing

from above, a means by which the treasures of liter-

ature were unfolded to me.

Colonel James Anderson— I bless his name as I

write— announced that he would open his library of

four hundred volumes to boys, so that any young man
could take out, each Saturday afternoon, a book which

could be exchanged for another on the succeeding Sat-

urday. My friend, Mr. Thomas N. Miller, reminded me
recently that Colonel Anderson's books were first opened

to "working boys," and the question arose whether

messenger boys, clerks, and others, who did not work
with their hands, were entitled to books. My first com-
munication to the press was a note, written to the

"Pittsburgh Dispatch," urging that we should not be

excluded; that although we did not now work with our

hands, some of us had done so, and that we were really

working boys.^ Dear Colonel Anderson promptly en-

^ The note was signed " Working Boy." The librarian responded in the

columns of the Dispatch defending the rules, which he claimed meant tliat

"a Working Boy should have a trade." Carnegie's rejoinder was signed

*'A Working Boy, though without a Trade," and a day or two thereafter
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larged the classification. So my first appearance as a

public writer was a success.

My dear friend, Tom Miller, one of the inner circle,

lived near Colonel Anderson and introduced me to him,

and in this way the windows were opened in the walls of

my dungeon through which the light of knowledge

streamed in. Every day's toil and even the long hours

of night service were lightened by the book which I car-

ried about with me and read in the intervals that could

be snatched from duty. And the future was made bright

by the thought that when Saturday came a new volume

could be obtained. In this way I became familiar with

Macaulay's essays and his history, and with Bancroft's

*' History of the United States," which I studied with

more care than any other book I had then read. Lamb's

essays were my special delight, but I had at this time

no knowledge of the great master of all, Shakespeare,

beyond the selected pieces in the school books. My taste

for him I acquired a little later at the old Pittsburgh

Theater.

John Phipps, James R. Wilson, Thomas N. Miller,

William Cowley— members of our circle— shared

with me the invaluable privilege of the use of Colonel

Anderson's library. Books which it would have been im-

possible for me to obtain elsewhere were, by his w^ise

generosity, placed within my reach; and to him I owe a

taste for literature which I would not exchange for all

the millions that were ever amassed by man. Life would

be quite intolerable without it. Nothing contributed so

much to keep my companions and myself clear of low

fellowship and bad habits as the beneficence of the good

the Dispatch had an item on its editorial page which read: "Will 'a T\'ork-

ing Boy without a Trade' please call at this office." (David Homer Bates

in Century Magazine, July, 1908.)
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Colonel. Later, when fortune smiled upon me, one of

my first duties was the erection of a monument to my
benefactor. It stands in front of the Hall and Library

in Diamond Square, which I presented to Allegheny,

and bears this inscription:

To Colonel James Anderson, Founder of Free Li-

braries in Western Pennsylvania. He opened his

Library to working boys and upon Saturday after-

noons acted as librarian, thus dedicating not only

his books but himself to the noble work. This monu-
ment is erected in grateful remembrance by Andrew
Carnegie, one of the "working boys" to whom were

thus opened the precious treasures of knowledge and
imagination through which youth may ascend. p

This is but a slight tribute and gives only a faint idea

of the depth of gratitude which I feel for what he did

for me and my companions. It was from my own early

experience that I decided there was no use to which

money could be applied so productive of good to boys

and girls who have good within them and ability and
ambition to develop it, as the founding of a public library

in a community which is willing to support it as a mu-
nicipal institution. I am sure that the future of those

libraries I have been privileged to found will prove the

correctness of this opinion. For if one boy in each library

district, by having access to one of these libraries, is half

as much benefited as I was by having access to Colonel

Anderson's four hundred well-worn volumes, I shall

consider they have not been established in vain.

"As the twig is bent the tree's inclined." The treas-

ures of the world which books contain were opened to

me at the right moment. The fundamental advantage
of a library is that it gives nothing for nothing. Youths
must acquire knowledge themselves. There is no escape
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from this. It gave me great satisfaction to discover,

many years later, that my father was one of the five

weavers in Dunfermhne who gathered together the few
books they had and formed the first circulating library

in that town.

The history of that library is interesting. It grew, and
was removed no less than seven times from place to

place, the first move being made by the founders, who
carried the books in their aprons and two coal scuttles

from the hand-loom shop to the second resting-place.

That my father was one of the founders of the first li-

brary in his native town, and that I have been fortunate

enough to be the founder of the last one, is certainly to

me one of the most interesting incidents of my life. I

have said often, in public speeches, that I had never

heard of a lineage for which I would exchange that of a

library-founding weaver.^ I followed my father in li-

brary founding unknowingly — I am tempted almost

to say providentially — and it has been a source of in-

tense satisfaction to me. Such a father as mine was a

guide to be followed— one of the sweetest, purest, and

kindest natures I have ever known.

I have stated that it was the theater which first

stimulated my love for Shakespeare. In my messenger

days the old Pittsburgh Theater was in its glory under

the charge of Mr. Foster. His telegraphic business was

done free, and the telegraph operators were given free

admission to the theater in return. This privilege ex-

tended in some degree also to the messengers, who, I

fear, sometimes withheld telegrams that arrived for him

in the late afternoon until they could be presented at

^ "It's a God's mercy we are all from honest weavers; let us pity those

who have n't ancestors of whom they can be proud, dukes or duchesses

though they be." {Out Coaching Trip, by Andrew Carnegie, New York,

1882.)
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the door of the theater in the evening, with the timid

request that the messenger might be allowed to slip

upstairs to the second tier— a request which was al-

ways granted. The boys exchanged duties to give each

the coveted entrance in turn.

In this way I became acquainted with the world that

lay behind the green curtain. The plays, generally, were

of the spectacular order; without much literary merit,

but well calculated to dazzle the eye of a youth of fifteen.

Not only had I never seen anything so grand, but I had
never seen anything of the kind. I had never been in a
theater, or even a concert room, or seen any form of

public amusement. It was much the same with *'Davy
"

McCargo, "Harry" Oliver, and "Bob" Pitcairn. We
all fell under the fascination of the footlights, and every

opportunity to attend the theater was eagerly embraced.

A change in my tastes came when "GtiSt" Adams,^
one of the most celebrated tragedians of the day, be-

gan to play in Pittsburgh a round of Shakespearean

characters. Thenceforth there was nothing for me but
Shakespeare. I seemed to be able to memorize him
almost without effort. Never before had I realized what
magic lay in words. The rhythm and the melody all

seemed to find a resting-place in me, to melt into a solid

mass which lay ready to come at call. It was a new lan-

guage and its appreciation I certainly owe to dramatic

representation, for, until I saw "Macbeth" played, my
interest in Shakespeare was not aroused. I had not read

the plays.

At a much later date, Wagner was revealed to me in

"Lohengrin." I had heard at the Academy of Music in

New York, little or nothing by him when the overture

to "Lohengrin" thrilled me as a new revelation. Here
^ Edwin Adams.
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was a genius, indeed, differing from all before, a new
ladder upon which to climb upward — like Shakespeare,

a new friend.

I may speak here of another matter which belongs to

this same period. A few persons in Allegheny — prob-

ably not above a hundred in all— had formed them-

selves into a Swedenborgian Society, in which our

American relatives were prominent. My father attended

that church after leaving the Presbyterian, and, of

course, I was taken there. My mother, however, took

no interest in Swedenborg. Although always inculcating

respect for all forms of religion, and discouraging the-

ological disputes, she maintained for herself a marked
reserve. Her position might best be defined by the

celebrated maxim of Confucius: "To perform the duties

of this life well, troubling not about another, is the

prime wisdom."

She encouraged her boys to attend church and Sun-

day school; but there was no difficulty in seeing that

the writings of Swedenborg, and much of the Old and

New Testaments had been discredited by her as un-

worthy of divine authorship or of acceptance as authori-

tative guides for the conduct of life. I became deeply

interested in the mysterious doctrines of Swedenborg,

and received the congratulations of my devout Aunt
Aitken upon my ability to expound "spiritual sense."

That dear old woman fondly looked forward to a time

when I should become a shining light in the New Jeru-

salem, and I know it was sometimes not beyond the

bounds of her imagination that i might blossom into

what she called a "preacher of the Word."

As I more and more wandered from man-made the-

ology these fond hopes weakened, but my aunt's interest

in and affection for her first aephew, whom she had
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dandled on her knee in Scotland, never waned. My
cousin, Leander Morris, whom she had some hopes of

saving through the Swedenborgian revelation, griev-

ously disappointed her by actually becoming a Baptist

and being dipped. This was too much for the evangelist,

although she should have remembered her father passed

through that same experience and often preached for

the Baptists in Edinburgh.

Leander's reception upon his first call after his fall

was far from cordial. He was made aware that the fam-

ily record had suffered by his backsliding when at the

very portals of the New Jerusalem revealed by Sweden-
borg and presented to him by one of the foremost dis-

ciples — his aunt. He began deprecatingly

:

"AMiy are you so hard on me, aunt.^ Look at Andy,
he is not a member of any church and you don't scold

him. Surely the Baptist Church is better than none."

The quick reply came:

"Andy! Oh! Andy, he's naked, but you are clothed

in rags."

He never quite regained his standing with dear Aunt
Aitken. I might yet be reformed, being unattached; but

Leander had chosen a sect and that sect not of the New
Jerusalem.

It was in connection with the Swedenborgian Society

that a taste for music was first aroused in me. As an
appendix to the hymn-book of the society there were

short selections from the oratorios. I fastened instinc-

tively upon these, and although denied much of a voice,

yet credited with "expression," I was a constant at-

tendant upon choir practice. The leader, Mr. Koethen,

I have reason to believe, often pardoned the discords I

produced in the choir because of my enthusiasm in the

cause. When, at a later date, I became acquainted with
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the oratorios in full, it was a pleasure to find that sev-

eral of those considered in musical circles as the gems of

Handel's musical compositions were the ones that 1 as

an ignorant boy had chosen as favorites. So the begin-

ning of my musical education dates from the small choir

of the Swedenborgian Society of Pittsburgh.

I must not, however, forget that a very good founda=

tion was laid for my love of sweet sounds in the unsur-

passed minstrelsy of my native land as sung by my
father. There was scarcely an old Scottish song with

which I was not made familiar, both words and tune.

Folk-songs are the best possible foundation for sure

progress to the heights of Beethoven and Wagner. My
father being one of the sweetest and most pathetic sing-

ers I ever heard, I probably inherited his love of music

and of song, though not given his voice. Confucius' ex-

clamation often sounds in my ears: "Music, sacred

tongue of God! I hear thee calling and I come."

An incident of this same period exliibits the liberality

of my parents in another matter. As a messenger boy

I had no holidays, with the exception of two weeks

given me in the summer-time, which I spent boating on

the river with cousins at my uncle's at East Liverpool,

Ohio. I was very fond of skating, and in the winter about

which 1 am speaking, the slack water of the river op-

posite our house was beautifully frozen over. The ice

was in splendid condition, and reaching home late Sat-

urday night the question arose whether I might be per-

mitted to rise early in the morning and go skating

before church hours. No question of a more serious

character could have been submitted to ordinary Scot-

tish parents. My mother was clear on the subject, that

in the circumstances I should be allowed to skate as long

as I liked. My father said he believed it was right I
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should go down and skate, but he hoped I would be back
in time to go with him to church.

I suppose this decision would be arrived at to-day by
nine hundred and ninety-nine out of every thousand

homes in America, and probably also in the majority of

homes in England, though not in Scotland. But those

who hold to-day that the Sabbath in its fullest sense

was made for man, and who would open picture gal-

leries and museums to the public, and make the day
somewhat of a day of enjoyment for the masses instead

of pressing upon them the duty of mourning over sins

largely imaginary, are not more advanced than were my
parents forty years ago. They were beyond the ortho-

dox of the period when it was scarcely permissible, at

least among the Scotch, to take a walk for pleasure or

read any but religious books on the Sabbath.



CHAPTER V
THE TELEGRAPH OFFICE

I
HAD served as messenger about a year, when Colo-

nel John P. Glass, the manager of the downstairs

office, who came in contact with the public, began

selecting me occasionally to watch the office for a few

minutes during his absence. As Mr. Glass was a highly

popular man, and had political aspirations, these peri-

ods of absence became longer and more frequent, so

that I soon became an adept in his branch of the work.

I received messages from the public and saw that those

that came from the operating-room were properly as-

signed to the boys for prompt delivery.

This was a trying position for a boy to fill, and at that

time I was not popular with the other boys, who re-

sented my exemption from part of my legitimate work.

I was also taxed with being penurious in my habits—
mean, as the boys had it. I did not spend my extra

dimes, but they knew not the reason. Every penny that

I could save I knew was needed at home. My parents

were wise and nothing was withheld from me. 1 knew
every week the receipts of each of the three who were

working— my father, my mother, and myself. I also

knew all the expenditures. We consulted upon the addi-

tions that could be made to our scanty stock of furniture

and clothing and every new small article obtained was

a source of joy. There never was a family more united.

Day by day, as mother could spare a silver half-

dollar, it was carefully placed in a stocking and hid un-

til two hundred were gathered, when I obtained a draft
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to repay the twenty pounds so generously lent to us by
her friend Mrs. Henderson. That was a day we cele-

brated. The Carnegie family was free from debt. Oh,

the happiness of that day! The debt was, indeed, dis-

charged, but the debt of gratitude remains that never

can be paid. Old Mrs. Henderson lives to-day. I go to

her house as to a shrine, to see her upon my visits to

Dunfermline; and whatever happens she can never be

forgotten. [As I read these lines, written some years ago,

I moan, "Gone, gone with the others!" Peace to the

ashes of a dear, good, noble friend of my mother's.]

The incident in my messenger life which at once

lifted me to the seventh heaven, occurred one Saturday

evening when Colonel Glass was paying the boys their

month's wages. We stood in a row before the counter,

and Mr. Glass paid each one in turn. I was at the head

and reached out my hand for the first eleven and a

quarter dollars as they were pushed out by Mr. Glass.

To my surprise he pushed them past me and paid the

next boy. I thought it was a mistake, for I had hereto-

fore been paid first, but it followed in turn with each of

the other boys. My heart began to sink within me. Dis-

grace seemed coming. What had I done or not done.^ I

was about to be told that there was no more work for

me. I was to disgrace the family. That was the keen-

est pang of all. W^hen all had been paid and the boys

were gone, Mr. Glass took me behind the counter and

said that I was worth more than the other boys, and

he had resolved to pay me thirteen and a half dollars

a month.

My head swam ; I doubted whether I had heard him cor-

rectly. He counted out the money. I don't know whether

I thanked him; I don't believe I did. I took it and made
one bound for the door and scarcely stopped until I got
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home. 1 remember distinctly running or rather bounding

from end to end of the bridge across the Allegheny

River— inside on the wagon track because the foot-

walk was too narrow. It was Saturday night. I handed

over to mother, who was the treasurer of the family, the

eleven dollars and a quarter and said nothing about the

remaining two dollars and a quarter in my pocket—
worth more to me then than all the millions I have made
since.

Tom, a little boy of nine, and myself slept in the attic

together, and after we were safely in bed I whispered

the secret to my dear little brother. Even at his early

age he knew what it meant, and we talked over the fu-

ture. It was then, for the first time, I sketched to him
how we would go into business together; that the firm of

"Carnegie Brothers" would be a great one, and that

father and mother should yet ride in their carriage. At
the time that seemed to us to embrace everything known
as wealth and most of what was worth striving for. The
old Scotch woman, whose daughter married a merchant
in London, being asked by her son-in-law to come to

London and live near them, promising she should "ride

in her carriage," replied:

"Wiat good could it do me to ride in a carriage gin

I could na be seen by the folk in Strathbogie.^^" Father

and mother would not only be seen in Pittsburgh, but

should visit Dunfermline, their old home, in style.

On Sunday morning with father, mother, and Tom
at breakfast, I produced the extra two dollars and a

quarter. The surprise was great and it took some mo-
ments for them to grasp the situation, but it soon

dawned upon them. Then father's glance of loving pride

and mother's blazing eye soon wet with tears, told their

feeling. It was their boy's first triumph and proof posi-
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tive that he was worthy of promotion. No subsequent

success, or recognition of any kind, ever thrilled me as

this did. I cannot even imagine one that could. Here was
heaven upon earth. My whole world was moved to

tears of joy.

Having to sweep out the operating-room in the morn-

ings, the boys had an opportunity of practicing upon the

telegraph instruments before the operators arrived.

This was a new chance. I soon began to play with the

key and to talk with the boys who were at the other

stations who had like purposes to my own. Whenever
one learns to do anything he has never to wait long for

an opportunity of putting his knowledge to use.

One morning I heard the Pittsburgh call given with

vigor. It seemed to me I could divine that some one

wished greatly to communicate. I ventured to answer,

and let the slip run. It was Philadelphia that wanted to

send "a death message" to Pittsburgh immediately.

Could I take it? I replied that I would try if they would

send slowly. I succeeded in getting the message and ran

out with it. I waited anxiously for Mr. Brooks to come

in, and told him what I had dared to do. Fortunately,

he appreciated it and complimented me, instead of

scolding me for my temerity; yet dismissing me with

the admonition to be very careful and not to make mis-

takes. It was not long before I was called sometimes

to watch the instrument, while the operator wished to

be absent, and in this way I learned the art of teleg-

raphy.

We were blessed at this time with a rather indolent

operator, who was only too glad to have me do his

work. It was then the practice for us to receive the mes-

sages on a running slip of paper, from which the opera-

tor read to a copyist, but rumors had reached us that
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a man in the West had learned to read by sound and

could really take a message by ear. This led me to prac-

tice the new method. One of the operators in the office,

Mr. Maclean, became expert at it, and encouraged me
by his success. I was surprised at the ease with which

I learned the new language. One day, desiring to take a

message in the absence of the operator, the old gentle-

man who acted as copyist resented my presumption and
refused to "copy" for a messenger boy. I shut off the

paper slip, took pencil and paper and began taking the

message by ear. I shall never forget his surprise. He or-

dered me to give him back his pencil and pad, and after

that there was never any difficulty between dear old

Courtney Hughes and myself. He was my devoted

friend and copyist.

Soon after this incident Joseph Taylor, the operator

at Greensburg, thirty miles from Pittsburgh, wishing to

be absent for two weeks, asked Mr. Brooks if he could

not send some one to take his place. Mr. Brooks called

me and asked whether I thought I could do the work.

I replied at once in the affirmative.

"Well," he said, "we will send you out there for a

trial."

I went out in the mail stage and had a most delight-

ful trip. Mr. David Bruce, a well-known solicitor of

Scottish ancestry, and his sister happened to be passen-

gers. It was my first excursion, and my first glimpse of

the country. The hotel at Greensburg was the first pub-

lic house in which I had ever taken a meal. I thought

the food wonderfully fine.

This was in 1852. Deep cuts and embankments near

Greensburg were then being made for the Pennsylvania

Railroad, and I often walked out in the early morning to

see the work going forward, little dreaming that I was
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so soon to enter the service of that great corporation.

This was the first responsible position I had occupied in

the telegraph service, and I was so anxious to be at

hand in case I should be needed, that one night very

late I sat in the office during a storm, not wishing to cut

off the connection. I ventured too near the key and for

my boldness was knocked off my stool. A flash of light-

ning very nearly ended my career. After that I was

noted in the office for caution during lightning storms.

I succeeded in doing the small business at Greensburg to

the satisfaction of my superiors, and returned to Pitts-

burgh surrounded with something like a halo, so far as

the other boys were concerned. Promotion soon came.

A new operator was wanted and Mr. Brooks telegraphed

to my afterward dear friend James D. Reid, then gen-

eral superintendent of the line, another fine specimen of

the Scotsman, and took upon himself to recommend me
as an assistant operator. The telegram from Louisville

in reply stated that Mr. Reid highly approved of pro-

moting "Andy," provided Mr. Brooks considered him
competent. The result was that I began as a telegraph

operator at the tremendous salary of twenty-five dollars

per month, which I thought a fortune. To Mr. Brooks

and Mr. Reid I owe my promotion from the messenger's

station to the operating-room.^ I was then in my seven-

teenth year and had served my apprenticeship. I was
now performing a man's part, no longer a boy's—
earning a dollar every working day.

^ "I liked the boy's looks, and it was very easy to see that though he

was little he was full of spirit. He had not been with me a month when he

began to ask whether I would teach him to telegraph. I began to instruct

him and found him an apt pupil." (James D. Reid, The Telegraph inATner-

ica. New York, 1879.)

Reid was born near Dunfermline and forty years afterwards Mr. Car-

negie was able to secure for him the appointment of United States Consul

at Dunfermline.
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The operating-room of a telegraph office is an excel-

lent school for a young man. He there has to do with

pencil and paper, with composition and invention. And
there my slight knowledge of British and European

affairs soon stood me in good stead. Knowledge is sure

to prove useful in one way or another. It always tells.

The foreign news was then received by wire from Cape
Race, and the taking of successive "steamer news" was

one of the most notable of our duties. I liked this better

than any other branch of the work, and it was soon

tacitly assigned to me.

The lines in those days worked poorly, and during

a storm much had to be guessed at. My guessing powers

were said to be phenomenal, and it was my favorite

diversion to fill up gaps instead of interrupting the sender

and spending minutes over a lost word or two. This was

not a dangerous practice in regard to foreign news, for

if any undue liberties were taken by the bold operator,

they were not of a character likely to bring him into

serious trouble. My knowledge of foreign affairs became

somewhat extensive, especially regarding the affairs of

Britain, and my guesses were quite safe, if I got the first

letter or two right.

The Pittsburgh newspapers had each been in the habit

of sending a reporter to the office to transcribe the press

dispatches. Later on one man was appointed for all the

papers and he suggested that multiple copies could

readily be made of the news as received, and it was

arranged that I should make five copies of all press dis-

patches for him as extra work for which he was to pay

me a dollar per week. This, my first work for the press,

yielded very modest remuneration, to be sure; but it

made my salary thirty dollars per month, and every

dollar counted in those days. The family was gradually
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gaining ground; already future millionairedom seemed
dawning.

Another step which exercised a decided influence over

me was joining the "Webster Literary Society" along

with my companions, the trusty five already named.

W^e formed a select circle and stuck closely together.

This was quite an advantage for all of us. We had before

this formed a small debating club which met in Mr.
Phipps's father's room in which his few journeymen

shoemakers worked during the day. Tom Miller re-

cently alleged that I once spoke nearly an hour and
a half upon the question, "Should the judiciary be

elected by the people .f^" but we must mercifully assume

his memory to be at fault. The "Webster" was then the

foremost club in the city and proud were we to be

thought fit for membership. We had merely been pre-

paring ourselves in the cobbler's room.

I know of no better mode of benefiting a youth than

joining such a club as this. Much of my reading became
such as had a bearing on forthcoming debates and that

gave clearness and fixity to my ideas. The self-posses-

sion I afterwards came to have before an audience may
very safely be attributed to the experience of the

"W'ebster Society." My two rules for speaking then

(and now) were : Make yourself perfectly at home before

your audience, and simply talk to them, not at them.

Do not try to be somebody else; be your own self and
talk, never "orate" until you can't help it.

I finally became an operator by sound, discarding

printing entirely. The accomplishment was then so rare

that people visited the office to be satisfied of the extra-

ordinary feat. This brought me into such notice that

when a great flood destroyed all telegraph communica-
tion between Steubenville and W^heeling, a distance of
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twenty-five miles, I was sent to the former town to re-

ceive the entire business then passing between the East

and the West, and to send every hour or two the dis-

patches in small boats down the river to W^heeling. In

exchange every returning boat brought rolls of dis-

patches which I wired East, and in this way for more
than a week the entire telegraphic communication be-

tween the East and the West via Pittsburgh was main-

tained.

While at Steubenville I learned that my father was
going to Wheeling and Cincinnati to sell the tablecloths

he had woven. I waited for the boat, which did not ar-

rive till late in the evening, and went down to meet him.

I remember how deeply affected I was on finding that

instead of taking a cabin passage, he had resolved not

to pay the price, but to go down the river as a deck

passenger. I was indignant that one of so fine a nature

should be compelled to travel thus. But there was com-

fort in saying:

"Well, father, it will not be long before mother and

you shall ride in your carriage."

My father was usually shy, reserved, and keenly

sensitive, very saving of praise (a Scotch trait) lest his

sons might be too greatly uplifted; but when touched

lie lost his self-control. He was so upon this occasion,

and grasped my hand with a look which I often see and
can never forget. He murmured slowly:

"Andra, I am proud of you."

The voice trembled and he seemed ashamed of himself

for saying so much. The tear had to be wiped from his

eye, I fondly noticed, as he bade me good-night and told

me to run back to my office. Those words rang in my
ear and warmed my heart for years and years. W^e under-

stood each other. How reserved the Scot is! Where he
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feels most he expresses least. Quite right. There are holy

depths which it is sacrilege to disturb. Silence is more
eloquent than words. My father was one of the most
lovable of men, beloved of his companions, deeply reli-

gious, although non-sectarian and non-theological, not

much of a man of the world, but a man all over for

heaven. He was kindness itself, although reserved.

Alas! he passed away soon after returning from this

Western tour just as we were becoming able to give him
a life of leisure and comfort.

After my return to Pittsburgh it was not long before

I made the acquaintance of an extraordinary man,
Thomas A. Scott, one to whom the term "genius" in his

department may safely be applied. He had come to

Pittsburgh as superintendent of that division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. Frequent telegraphic communi-
cation was necessary between him and his superior, Mr.
Lombaert, general superintendent at Altoona. This

brought him to the telegraph office at nights, and upon
several occasions I happened to be the operator. One day

I was surprised by one of his assistants, with wnom I

was acquainted, telling me that Mr. Scott had asked

him whether he thought that I could be obtained as his

clerk and telegraph operator, to which this young man
told me he had replied:

"That is impossible. He is now an operator."

But when I heard this I said at once:

"Not so fast. He can have me. I want to get out of a

mere office life. Please go and tell him so."

The result was I was engaged February 1, 1853, at a

salary of thirty-five dollars a month as Mr. Scott's clerk

and operator. A raise in wages from twenty-five to

thirty-five dollars per month was the greatest I had
ever known. The public telegraph line was temporarily
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put into Mr. Scott's office at the outer depot and the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company was given permission

to use the wire at seasons when such use would not in-

terfere with the general public business, until their own
line, then being built, was completed.



CHAPTER VI

RAILROAD SERVICE

FROM the operating-room of the telegraph office

I had now stepped into the open world, and the

change at first was far from agreeable. I had just

reached my eighteenth birthday, and I do not see how

it could be possible for any boy to arrive at that age

much freer from a knowledge of anything but what was

pure and good. I do not believe, up to that time, I had

ever spoken a bad word in my life and seldom heard one.

I knew nothing of the base and the vile. Fortunately

I had always been brought in contact with good people,

I was now plunged at once into the company of coarse

men, for the office was temporarily only a portion of the

shops and the headquarters for the freight conductors,

brakemen, and firemen. All of them had access to the

same room with Superintendent Scott and myself, and

they availed themselves of it. This was a different world,

indeed, from that to which I had been accustomed.

I was not happy about it. I ate, necessarily, of the fruit

of the tree of knowledge of good and evil for the first

time. But there were still the sweet and pure surround-

ings of home, where nothing coarse or wicked ever en-

tered, and besides, there was the world in which I dwelt

with my companions, all of them refined young men,

striving to improve themselves and become respected

citizens. I passed through this phase of my life detesting

what was foreign to my nature and my early education.

The experience with coarse men was probably bene-

ficial because it gave me a "scunner" (disgust), to use a
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Scotism, at chewing or smoking tobacco, also at swear-

ing or the use of improper language, which fortunately

remained with me through life.

I do not wish to suggest that the men of whom I have
spoken were really degraded or bad characters. The
habit of swearing, with coarse talk, chewing and smok-
ing tobacco, and snuffing were more prevalent then

than to-day and meant less than in this age. Rail-

roading was new, and many rough characters were
attracted to it from the river service. But many of the

men were fine young fellows who have lived to be
highly respectable citizens and to occupy responsible

positions. And I must say that one and all of them were

most kind to me. Many are yet living from whom I

hear occasionally and regard with affection. A change

came at last when Mr. Scott had his own ofiice which

he and I occupied.

I w^as soon sent by Mr. Scott to Altoona to get the

monthly pay-rolls and checks. The railroad line was not

completed over the Allegheny Mountains at that time,

and I had to pass over the inclined planes which made
the journey a remarkable one to me. Altoona was then

composed of a few houses built by the company. The
shops were under construction and there was nothing

of the large city which now occupies the site. It was
there that I saw for the first time the great man in our

railroad field— Mr. Lombaert, general superintendent.

His secretary at that time was my friend, Robert Pit-

cairn, for whom I had obtained a situation on the rail-

road, so that *'Davy," "Bob," and "Andy" were

still together in the same service. We had all left the

telegraph company for the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company.
Mr. Lombaert was very different from Mr. Scott;
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he was not sociable, but rather stern and unbending.

Judge then of Robert's surprise, and my own, when,

after saying a few words to me, Mr. Lombaert added:
" You must come down and take tea with us to-night.'*

I stammered out something of acceptance and awaited

the appointed hour with great trepidation. Up to this

time I considered that invitation the greatest honor

I had received. Mrs. Lombaert was exceedingly kind,

and Mr. Lombaert's introduction of me to her was:

*'This is Mr. Scott's 'Andy.'" I was very proud in-

deed of being recognized as belonging to Mr. Scott.

An incident happened on this trip which might have

blasted my career for a time. I started next morning

for Pittsburgh with the pay-rolls and checks, as I

thought, securely placed under my waistcoat, as it

was too large a package for my pockets. I was a very

enthusiastic railroader at that time and preferred

riding upon the engine. I got upon the engine that took

me to Hollidaysburg where the State railroad over

the mountain was joined up. It was a very rough ride,

indeed, and at one place, uneasily feeling for the pay-roll

package, I was horrified to find that the jolting of the

train had shaken it out. I had lost it!

There was no use in disguising the fact that such a

failure would ruin me. To have been sent for the pay-

rolls and checks and to lose the package, which I should

have "grasped as my honor," was a dreadful showing.

I called the engineer and told him it must have been

shaken out within the last few miles. Would he reverse

his engine and run back for it.'^ Kind soul, he did so.

I watched the line, and on the very banks of a large

stream, within a few feet of the water, I saw that pack-

age lying. I could scarcely believe my eyes. I ran down
and grasped it. It was all right. Need I add that it
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never passed out of my jBrm grasp again until it was
safe in Pittsburgh? The engineer and fireman were the

only persons who knew of my carelessness, and I had
their assurance that it would not be told.

It was long after the event that I ventured to tell the

story. Suppose that package had fallen just a few feet

farther away and been swept down by the stream, how
many years of faithful service would it have required

upon my part to wipe out the effect of that one piece of

carelessness! I could no longer have enjoyed the con-

fidence of those whose confidence was essential to suc-

cess had fortune not favored me. I have never since

believed in being too hard on a young man, even if he

does commit a dreadful mistake or two; and I have al-

ways tried in judging such to remember the difference it

would have made in my own career but for an accident

which restored to me that lost package at the edge of the

stream a few miles from Hollidaysburg. 1 could go straight

to the very spot to-day, and often as I passed over that

line afterwards I never failed to see that light-brown

package lying upon the bank. It seemed to be calling:

"All right, my boy! the good gods were with you,

but don't do it again!"

At an early age I became a strong anti-slavery parti-

san and hailed with enthusiasm the first national meet-

ing of the Republican Party in Pittsburgh, February

22, 1856, although too young to vote. I watched the

prominent men as they walked the streets, lost in admi-

ration for Senators Wilson, Hale, and others. Some time

before I had organized among the railroad men a club

of a hundred for the "New York Weekly Tribune,"

and ventured occasionally upon short notes to the

great editor, Horace Greeley, who did so much to arouse

the people to action upon this vital question.
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The first time I saw my work in type in the then

flaming organ of freedom certainly marked a stage in

my career. I kept that "Tribune" for years. Looking
back to-day one cannot help regretting so high a price

as the Civil War had to be paid to free our land from
the curse, but it was not slavery alone that needed
abolition. The loose Federal system with State rights

so prominent would inevitably have prevented, or at

least long delayed, the formation of one solid, all-

powerful, central government. The tendency under

the Southern idea was centrifugal. To-day it is centrip-

etal, all drawn toward the center under the sway of

the Supreme Court, the decisions of which are, very

properly, half the dicta of lawyers and half the work
of statesmen. Uniformity in many fields must be se-

cured. Marriage, divorce, bankruptcy, railroad super-

vision, control of corporations, and some other depart-

ments should in some measure be brought under one

head. [Re-reading this paragraph to-day, July, 1907,

written many years ago, it seems prophetic. These are

now burning questions.]

It was not long after this that the railroad company
constructed its own telegraph line. We had to supply it

with operators. Most of these were taught in our ofiices

at Pittsburgh. The telegraph business continued to in-

crease with startling rapidity. We could scarcely pro-

vide facilities fast enough. New telegraph offices were

required. My fellow messenger-boy, "Davy" McCargo,
I appointed superintendent of the telegraph department

March 11, 1859. I have been told that "Davy" and my-
self are entitled to the credit of being the first to employ
young women as telegraph operators in the United States

upon railroads, or perhaps in any branch. At all events,

we placed girls in various offices as pupils, taught and
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then put them in charge of offices as occasion required.

Among the first of these was my cousin, Miss Maria
Hogan. She was the operator at the freight station in

Pittsburgh, and with her were placed successive pupils,

her office becoming a school. Our experience was that

young women operators were more to be relied upon
than young men. Among all the new occupations in-

vaded by women I do not know of any better suited for

them than that of telegraph operator.

Mr. Scott was one of the most delightful superiors

that anybody could have and I soon became warmly
attached to him. He was my great man and all the hero

worship that is inherent in youth I showered upon him.

I soon began placing him in imagination in the presi-

dency of the great Pennsylvania Railroad— a position

which he afterwards attained. Under him I gradually

performed duties not strictly belonging to my depart-

ment and I can attribute my decided advancement in

the service to one well-remembered incident.

The railway was a single line. Telegraph orders to

trains often became necessary, although it was not

then a regular practice to run trains by telegraph. No
one but the superintendent himself was permitted to

give a train order on any part of the Pennsylvania

system, or indeed of any other system, I believe, at

that time. It was then a dangerous expedient to give

telegraphic orders, for the whole system of railway

management was still in its infancy, and men had not

yet been trained for it. It was necessary for Mr. Scott

to go out night after night to break-downs or wrecks to

superintend the clearing of the line. He was necessarily

absent from the office on many mornings.

One morning I reached the office and found that a

serious accident on the Eastern Division had delayed
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the express passenger train westward, and that the

passenger train eastward was proceeding with a flagman

in advance at every curve. The freight trains in both

directions were all standing still upon the sidings. Mr.

Scott was not to be found. Finally I could not resist

the temptation to plunge in, take the responsibility,

give "train orders," and set matters going. "Death or

Westminster Abbey," flashed across my mind. I knew

it was dismissal, disgrace, perhaps criminal punishment

for me if I erred. On the other hand, I could bring in the

wearied freight-train men who had lain out all night. I

could set everything in motion. I knew I could. I had

often done it in wiring Mr. Scott's orders. I knew just

what to do, and so I began. I gave the orders in his

name, started every train, sat at the instrument watch-

ing every tick, carried the trains along from station to

station, took extra precautions, and had everything

running smoothly when Mr. Scott at last reached the

office. He had heard of the delays. His first words were:

"Well! How are matters?"

He came to my side quickly, grasped his pencil and

began to write his orders. I had then to speak, and

timidly said:

"Mr. Scott, I could not find you anywhere and I

gave these orders in your name early this morning."

"Are they going all right? Where is the Eastern

Express?"

I showed him the messages and gave him the position

of every train on the line — freights, ballast trains,

everything— showed him the answers of the various

conductors, the latest reports at the stations where

the various trains had passed. All was right. He looked

in my face for a second. I scarcely dared look in his.

I did not know what was going to happen. He did not
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say one word, but again looked carefully over all that

had taken place. Still he said nothing. After a little he

moved away from my desk to his own, and that was the

end of it. He was afraid to approve what I had done,

yet he had not censured me. If it came out all right,

it was all right; if it came out all wrong, the responsi-

bility was mine. So it stood, but I noticed that he came
in very regularly and in good time for some mornings

after that.

Of course I never spoke to any one about It. None
of the trainmen knew that Mr. Scott had not personally

given the orders. I had almost made up my mind that if

the like occurred again, I would not repeat my proceed-

ing of that morning unless I was authorized to do so. I

was feeling rather distressed about what I had done until

I heard from Mr. Franciscus, who was then in charge

of the freighting department at Pittsburgh, that Mr.

Scott, the evening after the memorable morning, had

said to him

:

*'Do you know what that little white-haired Scotch

devil of mine did?"

"No."
"I'm blamed if he didn't run every train on the

division in my name without the slightest authority."

"And did he do it all right?" asked Franciscus.

"Oh, yes, all right."

This satisfied me. Of course I had my cue for the

next occasion, and went boldly in. From that date it

was very seldom that Mr. Scott gave a train order.

The greatest man of all on my horizon at this time

was John Edgar Thomson, president of the Pennsyl-

vania, and for whom our steel-rail mills were afterward

named. He was the most reserved and silent of men, next

to General Grant, that I ever knew, although General
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Grant was more voluble when at home with friends.

He walked about as if he saw nobody when he made his

periodical visits to Pittsburgh. This reserve I learned

afterwards was purely the result of shyness. I was sur-

prised when in Mr. Scott's office he came to the tele-

graph instrument and greeted me as "Scott's Andy."

But I learned afterwards that he had heard of my
train-running exploit. The battle of life is already half

won by the young man who is brought personally in >

contact with high officials; and the great aim of every

boy should be to do something beyond the sphere of

his duties— something which attracts the attention

of those over him.

Some time after this Mr. Scott wished to travel for a

week or two and asked authority from Mr. Lombaert

to leave me in charge of the division. Pretty bold man
he was, for I was then not very far out of my teens. It

was granted. Here was the coveted opportunity of my
life. With the exception of one accident caused by the

inexcusable negligence of a ballast-train crew, every-

thing went well in his absence. But that this accident

should occur was gall and wormwood to me. Determined
to fulfill all the duties of the station I held a court-

martial, examined those concerned, dismissed peremp-
torily the chief offender, and suspended two others for

their share in the catastrophe. Mr. Scott after his re-

turn of course was advised of the accident, and pro-

posed to investigate and deal with the matter. I felt

I had gone too far, but having taken the step, I in-

formed him that all that had been settled. I had in-

vestigated the matter and punished the guilty. Some
of these appealed to Mr. Scott for a reopening of the
case, but this I never could have agreed to, had it been
pressed. More by look I think than by word Mr. Scott
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understood my feelings upon this delicate point, and

acquiesced.

It is probable he was afraid I had been too severe and

very likely he was correct. Some years after this, when I,

myself, was superintendent of the division I always had

a soft spot in my heart for the men then suspended for

a time. I had felt qualms of conscience about my action

in this, my first court. A new judge is very apt to stand

so straight as really to lean a little backward. Only ex-

perience teaches the supreme force of gentleness. Light

but certain punishment, when necessary, is most effec-

tive. Severe punishments are not needed and a judicious

pardon, for the first offense at least, is often best of all.

As the half-dozen young men who constituted our

inner circle grew in knowledge, it was inevitable that

the mysteries of life and death, the here and the here-

after, should cross our path and have to be gi-appled

with. We had all been reared by good, honest, self-

respecting parents, members of one or another of the

religious sects. Through the influence of Mrs. McMillan,

wife of one of the leading Presbyterian ministers of

Pittsburgh, we were drawn into the social circle of her

husband's church. [As I read this on the moors, July

16, 1912, I have before me a note from Mrs. McMillan

from London in her eightieth year. Two of her daugh-

ters were married in London last week to university

professors, one remains in Britain, the other has ac-

cepted an appointment in Boston. Eminent men both.

So draws our English-speaking race together.] Mr.

McMillan was a good strict Calvinist of the old school,

his charming wife a born leader of the young. We were

all more at home with her and enjoyed ourselves more

at her home gatherings than elsewhere. This led to

some of us occasionally attending her church.
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A sermon of the strongest kind upon predestination

which Miller heard there brought the subject of the-

ology upon us and it would not down. Mr. Miller's

people were strong Methodists, and Tom had known
little of dogmas. This doctrine of predestination, in-

cluding infant damnation— some born to glory and
others to the opposite— appalled him. To my aston-

ishment I learned that, going to Mr. McMillan after

the sermon to talk over the matter, Tom had blurted

out at the finish,

"Mr. McMillan, if your idea were correct, your

God would be a perfect devil," and left the astonished

minister to himself.

This formed the subject of our Sunday afternoon

conferences for many a week. Was that true or not,

and what was to be the consequence of Tom's declara-

tion.'^ Should we no longer be welcome guests of Mrs.

McMillan? We could have spared the minister, perhaps,

but none of us relished the idea of banishment from his

wife's delightful reunions. There was one point clear.

Carlyle's struggles over these matters had impressed us

and we could follow him in his resolve: "If it be in-

credible, in God's name let it be discredited." It was

only the truth that could make us free, and the truth,

the whole truth, we should pursue.

Once introduced, of course, the subject remained with

us, and one after the other the dogmas were voted down
as the mistaken ideas of men of a less enlightened age.

I forget who first started us with a second axiom. It was

one we often dwelt upon: "A forgiving God would be

the noblest work of man." We accepted as proven that

each stage of civilization creates its own God, and that

as man ascends and becomes better his conception

of the Unknown likewise improves. Thereafter we all
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became less theological, but I am sure more truly re-

ligious. The crisis passed. Happily we were not ex-

cluded from Mrs. McMillan's society. It was a notable

day, however, when we resolved to stand by Miller's

statement, even if it involved banishment and worse.

We young men were getting to be pretty wild boys

about theology, although more truly reverent about

religion.

The first great loss to our circle came when John

Phipps was killed by a fall from a horse. This struck

home to all of us, yet I remember I could then say to

myself: "John has, as it were, just gone home to Eng-

land where he was born. We are all to follow him
soon and live forever together." I had then no doubts.

It was not a hope I was pressing to my heart, but a

certainty. Happy those who in their agony have such a

refuge. We should all take Plato's advice and never

give up everlasting hope, "alluring ourselves as with en-

chantments, for the hope is noble and the reward is

great." Quite right. It would be no greater miracle that

brought us into another world to live forever with our

dearest than that which has brought us into this one

to live a lifetime with them. Both are equally incom-

prehensible to finite beings. Let us therefore comfort

ourselves with everlasting hope, "as with enchant-

ments," as Plato recommends, never forgetting, how-

ever, that we all have our duties here and that the

kingdom of heaven is within us. It also passed into an

axiom with us that he who proclaims there is no here-

after is as foolish as he who proclaims there is, since

neither can know, though all may and should hope.

Meanwhile "Home our heaven" instead of "Heaven
our home" was our motto.

During these years of which I have been writing, the
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family fortunes had been steadily improving. My
thirty-five dollars a month had grown to forty, an un-

solicited advance having been made by Mr. Scott.

It was part of my duty to pay the men every month.

^

We used checks upon the bank and I drew my salary

invariably in two twenty-dollar gold pieces. They
seemed to me the prettiest works of art in the world.

It was decided in family council that we could venture

to buy the lot and the two small frame houses upon it,

in one of which we had lived, and the other, a four-

roomed house, which till then had been occupied by my
Uncle and Aunt Hogan, who had removed elsewhere.

It was through the aid of my dear Aunt Aitken that we
had been placed in the small house above the weaver's

shop, and it was now our turn to be able to ask her to

return to the house that formerly had been her own.

In the same way after we had occupied the four-roomed

house. Uncle Hogan having passed away, we were able

to restore Aunt Hogan to her old home when we re-

moved to Altoona. One hundred dollars cash was paid

upon purchase, and the total price, as I remember, was

seven hundred dollars. The struggle then was to make
up the semi-annual payments of interest and as great an

amount of the principal as we could save. It was not

long before the debt was cleared off and we were

property-holders, but before that was accomplished,

the first sad break occurred in our family, in my father's

death, October 2, 1855. Fortunately for the three re-

maining members life's duties were pressing. Sorrow

and duty contended and we had to work. The expenses

* "I remember well when I used to write out the monthly pay-roll and
came to Mr. Scott's name for $125. I wondered what he did with it all.

I was then getting thirty-five." (Andrew Carnegie in speech at Reunion

of U.S. Military Telegraph Corps, March 28, 1907.)
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connected with his illness had to be saved and paid

and we had not up to this time much store in reserve.

And here comes in one of the sweet incidents of our

early life in America. The principal member of our

small Swedenborgian Society was Mr. David McCand-
less. He had taken some notice of my father and
mother, but beyond a few passing words at church on
Sundays, I do not remember that they had ever been

brought in close contact. He knew Aunt Aitken well,

however, and now sent for her to say that if my mother

required any money assistance at this sad period he

would be very pleased to advance whatever was nec-

essary. He had heard much of my heroic mother and

that was sufficient.

One gets so many kind offers of assistance when
assistance is no longer necessary, or when one is in a

position which would probably enable him to repay a

favor, that it is delightful to record an act of pure and
disinterested benevolence. Here was a poor Scottish

woman bereft of her husband, with her eldest son just

getting a start and a second in his early teens, whose

misfortunes appealed to this man, and who in the most

delicate manner sought to mitigate them. Although

my mother was able to decline the proffered aid, it is

needless to say that Mr. McCandless obtained a place

in our hearts sacred to himself. I am a firm believer in

the doctrine that people deserving necessary assist-

ance at critical periods in their career usually receive

it. There are many splendid natures in the world —
men and women who are not only willing, but anxious

to stretch forth a helping hand to those they know to

be worthy. As a rule, those who show willingness to

help themselves need not fear about obtaining the help

of others.
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Father's death threw upon me the management of

affairs to a greater extent than ever. Mother kept on

the binding of shoes; Tom went steadily to the pubhc

school; and I continued with Mr. Scott in the service

of the railroad company. Just at this time Fortunatus

knocked at our door. Mr. Scott asked me if I had five

hundred dollars. If so, he said he wished to make an in-

vestment for me. Five hundred cents was much nearer

my capital. I certainly had not fifty dollars saved for

investment, but I was not going to miss the chance of

becoming financially connected with my leader and

great man. So I said boldly I thought I could manage
that sum. He then told me that there were ten shares

of Adams Express stock that he could buy, which had

belonged to a station agent, Mr. Reynolds, of Wilkins-

burg. Of course this was reported to the head of the

family that evening, and she was not long in suggest-

ing what might be done. When did she ever fail? We
had then paid five hundred dollars upon the house, and

in some way she thought this might be pledged as

security for a loan.

My mother took the steamer the next morning foi

East Liverpool, arriving at night, and through her

brother there the money was secured. He was a justice

of the peace, a well-known resident of that then small

town, and had numerous sums in hand from farmers for

investment. Our house was mortgaged and mother
brought back the five hundred dollars which I handed
over to Mr. Scott, who soon obtained for me the coveted

ten shares in return. There was, unexpectedly, an addi-

tional hundred dollars to pay as a premium, but Mr.
Scott kindly said I could pay that when convenient, and
this of course was an easy matter to do.

This was my first investment. In those good old days
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monthly dividends were more plentiful than now and

Adams Express paid a monthly dividend. One morning

a white envelope was lying upon my desk, addressed

in a big John Hancock hand, to "Andrew Carnegie,

Esquire." "Esquire" tickled the boys and me inordi-

nately. At one corner was seen the round stamp of

Adams Express Company. I opened the envelope. Ail

it contained was a check for ten dollars upon the Gold

Exchange Bank of New York. I shall remember that

check as long as I live, and that John Hancock signa-

ture of "J. C. Babcock, Cashier." It gave me the first

penny of revenue from capital — something that I had

not worked for with the sweat of my brow. "Eureka!"

I cried. "Here's the goose that lays the golden eggs."

It was the custom of our party to spend Sunday after-

noons in the woods. I kept the first check and showed it

as we sat under the trees in a favorite grove we had

found near Wood's Run. The effect produced upon my
companions was overwhelming. None of them had

imagined such an investment possible. We resolved to

save and to watch for the next opportunity for invest-

ment in which all of us should share, and for years after-

ward we divided our trifling investments and worked

together almost as partners.

Up to this time my circle of acquaintances had not

enlarged much. Mrs. Franciscus, wife of our freight

agent, was very kind and on several occasions asked me
to her house in Pittsburgh. She often spoke of the first

time I rang the bell of the house in Third Street to de-

liver a message from Mr. Scott. She asked me to come

in; I bashfully declined and it required coaxing upon her

part to overcome my shyness. She was never able for

years to induce me to partake of a meal in her house.

I had great timidity about going into other people's
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houses, until late in life; but Mr. Scott would occasion-

ally insist upon my going to his hotel and taking a meal
with him, and these were great occasions for me. Mr.
Franciscus's was the first considerable house, with the

exception of Mr. Lombaert's at Altoona, I had ever

entered, as far as I recollect. Every house was fashion-

able in my eyes that was upon any one of the principal

streets, provided it had a hall entrance.

I had never spent a night in a strange house in my life

until Mr. Stokes of Greensburg, chief counsel of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, invited me to his beautiful home
in the country to pass a Sunday. It was an odd thing for

Mr. Stokes to do, for I could little interest a brilliant

and educated man like him. The reason for my receiving

such an honor was a communication I had written for

the "Pittsburgh Journal." Even in my teens I was a

scribbler for the press. To be an editor was one of my
ambitions. Horace Greeley and the "Tribune" was my
ideal of human triumph. Strange that there should have
come a day when I could have bought the "Tribune";
but by that time the pearl had lost its luster. Our air

castles are often within our grasp late in life, but then

they charm not.

The subject of my article was upon the attitude of the

city toward the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. It

was signed anonymously and I was surprised to find it

got a prominent place in the columns of the "Journal,"

then owned and edited by Robert M. Riddle. I, as

operator, received a telegram addressed to Mr. Scott

and signed by Mr. Stokes, asking him to ascertain from
Mr. Riddle who the author of that communication was.

I knew that Mr. Riddle could not tell the author, be-

cause he did not know him; but at the same time I

was afraid that if Mr. Scott called upon him he would
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hand him the manuscript, which Mr. Scott would cer-

tainly recognize at a glance. I therefore made a clean

breast of it to Mr. Scott and told him I was the author.

He seemed incredulous. He said he had read it that

morning and wondered who had written it. His incred-

ulous look did not pass me unnoticed. The pen was get-

ting to be a weapon with me. Mr. Stokes's invitation

to spend Sunday with him followed soon after, and the

visit is one of the bright spots in my life. Henceforth we
were great friends.

The grandeur of Mr. Stokes's home impressed me, but

the one feature of it that eclipsed all else was a marble

mantel in his library. In the center of the arch, carved

in the marble, was an open book with this inscription

:

"He that cannot reason is a fool.

He that will not a bigot,*

He that dare not a slave."

These noble words thrilled me. I said to myself,

"Some day, some day, I'll have a library" (that was a

look ahead) "and these words shall grace the mantel as

here." And so they do in New York and Skibo to-day.

Another Sunday which I spent at his home after an

interval of several years was also noteworthy. I had
then become the superintendent of the Pittsburgh

Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The South had
seceded. I was all aflame for the flag. Mr. Stokes, being

a leading Democrat, argued against the right of the

North to use force for the preservation of the Union.

He gave vent to sentiments which caused me to lose my
self-control, and I exclaimed:

"Mr. Stokes, we shall be hanging men like you in

less than six weeks."

I hear his laugh as I write, and his voice calling to his

wife in the adjoining room:
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"Nancy, Nancy, listen to this young Scotch devil.

He says they will be hanging men like me in less than

six weeks."

Strange things happened in those days. A short time

after, that same Mr. Stokes was applying to me in

Washington to help him to a major's commission in the

volunteer forces. I was then in the Secretary of War's

office, helping to manage the military railroads and
telegraphs for the Government. This appointment he

secured and ever after was Major Stokes, so that the

man who doubted the right of the North to fight for the

Union had himself drawn sword in the good cause. Men
at first argued and theorized about Constitutional

rights. It made all the difference in the world when the

flag was fired upon. In a moment everything was
ablaze— paper constitutions included. The Union and
Old Glory! That was all the people cared for, but that

was enough. The Constitution was intended to insm'e

one flag, and as Colonel Ingersoll proclaimed: "There
was not air enough on the American continent to float

two."



CHAPTER VII

SUPERINTENDENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA

MR. SCOTT was promoted to be the general super-

intendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1856,

taking Mr. Lombaert's place; and he took me, then in my
twenty-third year, with him to Altoona. This breaking-

up of associations in Pittsburgh was a sore trial, but

nothing could be allowed to interfere for a moment
with my business career. My mother was satisfied upon
this point, great as the strain was upon her. Besides,

*' follow my leader" was due to so true a friend as Mr.
Scott had been.

His promotion to the superintendency gave rise to

some jealousy; and besides that, he was confronted with

a strike at the very beginning of his appointment. He
had lost his wife in Pittsburgh a short time before and
had his lonely hours. He was a stranger in Altoona, his

new headquarters, and there was none but myself seem-

ingly of whom he could make a companion. We lived for

many weeks at the railway hotel together before he took

up housekeeping and brought his children from Pitts-

burgh, and at his desire I occupied the same large bed-

room with him. He seemed anxious always to have me
near him.

The strike became more and more threatening. I re-

member being wakened one night and told that the

freight-train men had left their trains at Mifflin; that

the line was blocked on this account and all traffic

stopped. Mr. Scott was then sleeping soundly. It seemed

to me a pity to disturb him, knowing how overworked

and overanxious he was; but he awoke and I suggested
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that I should go up and attend to the matter. He seemed

to murmur assent, not being more than half awake. So

I went to the office and in his name argued the question

with the men and promised them a hearing next day at

Altoona. I succeeded in getting them to resume their

duties and to start the traffic.

ISlot only were the trainmen in a rebellious mood, but

the men in the shops were rapidly organizing to join

with the disaffected. This I learned in a curious manner.

One night, as I was walking home in the dark, I became

aware that a man was following me. By and by he came
up to me and said:

" I must not be seen with you, but you did me a favor

once and I then resolved if ever I could serve you I

would do it. I called at the office in Pittsburgh and asked

for work as a blacksmith. You said there was no work

then at Pittsburgh, but perhaps employment could be

had at Altoona, and if I would wait a few minutes you
would ask by telegraph. You took the trouble to do so,

examined my recommendations, and gave me a pass and
sent me here. I have a splendid job. My wife and family

are here and I was never so well situated in my life.

And now I want to tell you something for your good."

I listened and he went on to say that a paper was
being rapidly signed by the shopmen, pledging them-
selves to strike on Monday next. There was no time to

be lost. I told Mr. Scott in the morning and he at once

had printed notices posted in the shops that all men
who had signed the paper, pledging themselves to strike,

were dismissed and they should call at the office to be

paid. A list of the names of the signers had come into

our possession in the meantime, and this fact was an-

nounced. Consternation followed and the threatened

strike was broken.
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I have had many incidents, such as that of the black-

smith, in my Hfe. SHght attentions or a kind word to the

humble often bring back reward as great as it is un-

looked for. No kind action is ever lost. Even to this day

I occasionally meet men whom I had forgotten, who
recall some trifling attention I have been able to pay
them, especially when in charge at Washington of

government railways and telegraphs during the Civil

War, when I could pass people within the lines— a

father helped to reach a wounded or sick son at the

front, or enabled to bring home his remains, or some
similar service. I am indebted to these trifles for some

of the happiest attentions and the most pleasing inci-

dents of my life. And there is this about such actions

:

they are disinterested, and the reward is sweet in pro-

portion to the humbleness of the individual whom you
have obliged. It counts many times more to do a kind-

ness to a poor working-man than to a millionaire, who
may be able some day to repay the favor. How true

Wordsworth's lines:

"That best portion of a good man's life—
His little, nameless, unremembered acts

Of kindness and of love."

The chief happening, judged by its consequences, of

the two years I spent with Mr. Scott at Altoona, arose

from my being the principal witness in a suit against

the company, which was being tried at Greensburg by

the brilliant Major Stokes, my first host. It was feared

that I was about to be subpoenaed by the plaintiff, and

the Major, wishing a postponement of the case, asked

Mr. Scott to send me out of the State as rapidly as

possible. This was a happy change for me, as I was en-

abled to visit my two bosom companions. Miller and

Wilson, then in the railway service at CrestlinCj Ohio.
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On my way thither, while sitting on the end seat of the

rear car watching the line, a farmer-looking man ap-

proached me. He carried a small green bag in his hand.

He said the brakeman had informed him I was con-

nected with the Pennsylvania Railroad. He wished to

show me the model of a car which he had invented for

night traveling. He took a small model out of the bag,

which showed a section of a sleeping-car.

This was the celebrated T. T. Woodruff, the inventor

of that now indispensable adjunct of civilization— the

sleeping-car. Its importance flashed upon me. I asked

him if he would come to Altoona if I sent for him, and

I promised to lay the matter before Mr. Scott at once

upon my return. I could not get that sleeping-car idea

out of my mind, and was most anxious to return to

Altoona that I might press my views upon Mr. Scott.

When 1 did so, he thought I was taking time by the

forelock, but was quite receptive and said I might

telegraph for the patentee. He came and contracted to

place two of his cars upon the line as soon as they could

be built. After this Mr. Woodruff, greatly to my sur-

prise, asked me if I would not join him in the new en-

terprise and offered me an eighth interest in the venture.

I promptly accepted his offer, trusting to be able to

make payments somehow or other. The two cars were

to be paid for by monthly installments after delivery.

Wlien the time came for making the first payment, my
portion was two hundred and seventeen and a half dol-

lars. I boldly decided to apply to the local banker, Mr.

Lloyd, for a loan of that sum. I explained the matter to

him, and I remember that he put his great arm (he was

six feet three or four) around me, saying:

"Why, of course I will lend it. You are all right,

Andy."
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And here I made my first note, and actually got a

banker to take it. A proud moment that in a young man's

career ! The sleeping-cars were a great success and their

monthly receipts paid the monthly installments. The first

considerable sum I made was from this source. [To-day,

July 19, 1909, as I re-read this, how glad I am that I

have recently heard from Mr. Lloyd's married daughter

telling me of her father's deep affection for me, thus

making me very happy, indeed.]

One important change in our life at Altoona, after my
mother and brother arrived, was that, instead of con-

tinuing to live exclusively by ourselves, it was consid-

ered necessary that we should have a servant. It was

with the greatest reluctance my mother could be

brought to admit a stranger into the family circle. She

had been everything and had done everything for her

two boys. This was her life, and she resented with all a

strong woman's jealousy the introduction of a stranger

who was to be permitted to do anything whatever in the

home. She had cooked and served her boj^s, washed
their clothes and mended them, made their beds, cleaned

their home. Who dare rob her of those motherly priv-

ileges ! But nevertheless we could not escape the inevi-

table servant girl. One came, and others followed, and
with these came also the destruction of much of that

genuine family happiness which flows from exclusive-

ness. Being served by others is a poor substitute for

a mother's labor of love. The ostentatious meal prepared

by a strange cook whom one seldom sees, and served by
hands paid for the task, lacks the sweetness of that

which a mother's hands lay before you as the expres-

sion and proof of her devotion.

Among the manifold blessings I have to be thankful

for is that neither nurse nor governess was my com-
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panion in infancy. No wonder the children of the poor

are distinguished for the warmest affection and the

closest adherence to family ties and are characterized

by a filial regard far stronger than that of those who are

mistakenly called more fortunate in life. They have

passed the impressionable years of childhood and youth

in constant loving contact with father and mother, to

each they are all in all, no third person coming between.

The child that has in his father a teacher, companion,

and counselor, and whose mother is to him a nurse,

seamstress, governess, teacher, companion, heroine, and
saint all in one, has a heritage to which the child of

wealth remains a stranger.

There comes a time, although the fond mother can-

not see it, when a grown son has to put his arms around

his saint and kissing her tenderly try to explain to her

that it would be much better were she to let him help

her in some ways; that, being out in the world among
men and dealing with affairs, he sometimes sees changes

which it would be desirable to make; that the mode of

life delightful for young boys should be changed in some
respects and the house made suitable for their friends

to enter. Especially should the slaving mother live the

life of ease hereafter, reading and visiting more and en-

tertaining dear friends— in short, rising to her proper

and deserved position as Her Ladyship.

Of course the change was very hard upon my mother,

but she finally recognized the necessity for it, probably

realized for the first time that her eldest son was getting

on. *'Dear Mother," I pleaded, my arms still around her,

"you have done everything for and have been every-

thing to Tom and me, and now do let me do something

for you; let us be partners and let us always think what
is best for each other. The time has come for you to play
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the lady and some of these days you are to ride in your

carriage; meanwhile do get that girl in to help you. Tom
and I would like this."

The victory was won, and my mother began to go out

with us and visit her neighbors. She had not to learn

self-possession nor good manners, these were innate;

and as for education, knowledge, rare good sense, and
kindliness, seldom was she to meet her equal. I wrote

"never" instead of "seldom" and then struck it out.

Nevertheless my private opinion is reserved.

Life at Altoona was made more agreeable for me
through Mr. Scott's niece, Miss Rebecca Stewart, who
kept house for him. She played the part of elder sister to

me to perfection, especially when Mr. Scott was called

to Philadelphia or elsewhere. We were much together,

often driving in the afternoons through the woods. The
intimacy did not cease for many years, and re-reading

some of her letters in 1906 I realized more than ever my
indebtedness to her. She was not much beyond my own
age, but always seemed a great deal older. Certainly

she was more mature and quite capable of playing the

elder sister's part. It was to her I looked up in those days

as the perfect lady. Sorry am I our paths parted so

widely in later years. Her daughter married the Earl

of Sussex and her home in late years has been abroad.

[July 19, 1909, Mrs. Carnegie and I found my elder-

sister friend April last, now in widowhood, in Paris, her

sister and also her daughter all well and happy. A great

pleasure, indeed. There are no substitutes for the true

friends of youth.]

Mr. Scott remained at Altoona for about three years

when deserved promotion came to him. In 1859 he was

made vice-president of the company, with his oflSce in

Philadelphia. W^hat was to become of me was a serious
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question. Would he take me with him or must I remain

at Altoona with the new official? The thought was to me
unbearable. To part with Mr. Scott was hard enough;

to serve a new official in his place I did not believe pos-

sible. The sun rose and set upon his head so far as I

was concerned. The thought of my promotion, except

through him, never entered my mind.

He returned from his interview with the president

at Philadelphia and asked me to come into the private

room in his house which communicated with the office.

He told me it had been settled that he should remove to

Philadelphia. Mr. Enoch Lewis, the division superin-

tendent, was to be his successor. I listened with great

interest as he approached the inevitable disclosure as

to what he was going to do with me. He said finally

:

"Now about yourself. Do you think you could man-

age the Pittsburgh Division?"

I was at an age when I thought I could manage any-

thing. I knew nothing that I would not attempt, but it

had never occurred to me that anybody else, much less

Mr. Scott, would entertain the idea that I was as yet

fit to do anything of the kind proposed. I was only

twenty-four years old, but my model then was Lord

John Russell, of whom it was said he would take the

command of the Channel Fleet to-morrow. So would

Wallace or Bruce. I told Mr. Scott I thought I could.

"Well," he said, "Mr. Potts" (who was then super-

intendent of the Pittsburgh Division) "is to be pro-

moted to the transportation department in Philadelphia

and I recommended you to the president as his succes-

sor. He agreed to give you a trial. What salary do you

think you should have?"

"Salary," I said, quite offended; "what do I care for

salary? I do not want the salary; I want the position.
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It is glory enough to go back to the Pittsburgh Division

in your former place. You can make my salary just what
you please and you need not give me any more than

what I am getting now." ') ^
That was sixty-five dollars a month. t*?^^

"

"You know," he said, "I received fifteen hundred
dollars a year when I was there; and Mr. Potts is re-

ceiving eighteen hundred. I think it would be right to

start you at fifteen hundred dollars, and after a while

if you succeed you will get the eighteen hundred. Would
that be satisfactory.^"

*'0h, please," I said, "don't speak to me of money!"
It was not a case of mere hire and salary, and then

and there my promotion was sealed. I was to have a
department to myself, and instead of signing "T. A. S."

orders between Pittsburgh and Altoona would now be

signed "A. C." That was glory enough for me.

The order appointing me superintendent of the Pitts-

burgh Division was issued December 1, 1859. Prepara-

tions for removing the family were made at once. The
change was hailed with joy, for although our residence

in Altoona had many advantages, especially as we had
a large house with some ground about it in a pleasant

part of the suburbs and therefore many of the pleasures

of country life, all these did not weigh as a feather in the

scale as against the return to old friends and associa-

tions in dirty, smoky Pittsburgh. My brother Tom had
learned telegraphy during his residence in Altoona and
he returned with me and became my secretary.

The winter following my appointment was one of

the most severe ever known. The line was poorly con-

structed, the equipment inefficient and totally inade-

quate for the business that was crowding upon it. The
rails were laid upon huge blocks of stone, cast-iron chairs
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for holding the rails were used, and I have known as

many as forty-seven of these to break in one night. No
wonder the wrecks were frequent. The superintendent of

a division in those dayswas expected to run trains by tele-

graph at night, to go out and remove all wrecks, and

indeed to do everything. At one time for eight days I was

constantly upon the line, day and night, at one wreck or

obstruction after another. I was probably the most incon-

siderate superintendent that ever was entrusted with the

management of a great property, for, never knowing fa-

tigue myself, being kept up by a sense of responsibility

probably, I overworked the men and was not careful

enough in considering the limits of human endurance.

I have always been able to sleep at any time. Snatches

of half an hour at intervals during the night in a dirty

freight car were sufficient.

The Civil War brought such extraordinary demands
on the Pennsylvania line that I was at last compelled to

organize a night force; but it was with difficulty I ob-

tained the consent of my superiors to entrust the charge

of the line at night to a train dispatcher. Indeed, I never

did get their unequivocal authority to do so, but upon

my own responsibility I appointed perhaps the first

night train dispatcher that ever acted in America— at

least he was the first upon the Pennsylvania system.

Upon our return to Pittsburgh in 1860 we rented a

house in Hancock Street, now Eighth Street, and re-

sided there for a year or more. Any accurate description

of Pittsburgh at that time would be set down as a piece

of the grossest exaggeration. The smoke permeated and

penetrated everything. If you placed your hand on the

balustrade of the stair it came away black; if you washed

face and hands they were as dirty as ever in an hour.

The soot gathered in the hair and irritated the skin, and
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for a time after our return from the mountain atmos-

phere of Altoona, life was more or less miserable. We
soon began to consider how we could get to the country,

and fortunately at that time Mr. D. A. Stewart, then

freight agent for the company, directed our attention

to a house adjoining his residence at Homewood. We
moved there at once and the telegraph was brought in,

which enabled me to operate the division from the

house when necessary.

Here a new life was opened to us. There were country

lanes and gardens in abundance. Residences had from

five to twenty acres of land about them. The Home-
wood Estate was made up of many hundreds of acres,

with beautiful woods and glens and a running brook.

We, too, had a garden and a considerable extent of

ground around our house. The happiest years of my
mother's life were spent here among her flowers and

chickens and the surroundings of country life. Her love

of flowers was a passion. She was scarcely ever able to

gather a flower. Indeed I remember she once reproached

me for pulling up a weed, saying "it was something

green." I have inherited this peculiarity and have often

walked from the house to the gate intending to pull a

flower for my button-hole and then left for town unable

to find one I could destroy.

With this change to the country came a whole host

of new acquaintances. Many of the wealthy families of

the district had their residences in this delightful sub-

urb. It was, so to speak, the aristocratic quarter. To
the entertainments at these great houses the young
superintendent was invited. The young people were mu-
sical and we had musical evenings a plenty. I heard

subjects discussed which I had never known before, and

I made it a rule when I heard these to learn sometliing
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about them at once. I was pleased every day to feel that

I was learning something new.

It was here that I first met the Vandevort brothers,

Benjamin and John. The latter was my traveling-com-

panion on various trips which I took later in life. "Dear
Vandy" appears as my chum in "Round the World.'*

Our neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, became more and
more dear to us, and the acquaintance we had before

ripened into lasting friendship. One of my pleasures is

that Mr. Stewart subsequently embarked in business

with us and became a partner, as "Vandy" did also.

Greatest of all the benefits of our new home, however,

was making the acquaintance of the leading family of

Western Pennsylvania, that of the Honorable Judge
Wilkins. The Judge was then approaching his eightieth

year, tall, slender, and handsome, in full possession of

all his faculties, with a courtly grace of manner, and the

most wonderful store of knowledge and reminiscence of

any man I had yet been privileged to meet. His wife,

the daughter of George W. Dallas, Vice-President of

the United States, has ever been my type of gracious

womanhood in age— the most beautiful, most charm-
ing venerable old lady I ever knew or saw. Her daughter.

Miss Wilkins, with her sister, Mrs. Saunders, and her

children resided in the stately mansion at Homewood,
which was to the surrounding district what the baronial

hall in Britain is or should be to its district— the center

of all that was cultured, refined, and elevating.

To me it was especially pleasing that I seemed to be
a welcome guest there. Musical parties, charades, and
theatricals in which Miss Wilkins took the leading parts

furnished me with another means of self-improvement.
The Judge himself was the first man of historical note
whom I had ever known. I shall never forget the im-
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pression it made upon me when in the course of con-

versation, wishing to illustrate a remark, he said: "Pres-

ident Jackson once said to me," or, "I told the Duke
of Wellington so and so." The Judge in his earlier life

(1834) had been Minister to Russia under Jackson, and
in the same easy way spoke of his interview with the

Czar. It seemed to me that I was touching history itself.

The house was a new atmosphere, and my intercourse

with the family was a powerful stimulant to the desire

for improvement of my own mind and manners.

The only subject upon which there was always a de-

cided, though silent, antagonism between the Wilkins

family and myself was politics. I was an ardent Free-

Soiler in days when to be an abolitionist was somewhat
akin to being a republican in Britain. The Wilkinses

were strong Democrats with leanings toward the South,

being closely connected with leading Southern families.

On one occasion at Homewood, on entering the drawing-

room, I found the family excitedly conversing about a

terrible incident that had recently occurred.

"What do you think!" said Mrs. Wilkins to me;

"Dallas" (her grandson) "writes me that he has been

compelled by the commandant of West Point to sit

next a negro! Did you ever hear the like of that.^ Is it

not disgraceful.^* Negroes admitted to West Point!"

"Oh!" I said, "Mrs. Wilkins, there is something even

worse than that. I understand that some of them have

been admitted to heaven!"

There was a silence that could be felt. Then dear Mrs.

Wilkins said gravely:

"That is a different matter, Mr. Carnegie."

By far the most precious gift ever received by me up
to that time came about in this manner. Dear Mrs.

Wilkins began knitting an afghan, and during the work
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many were the inquiries as to whom it was for. No, the

dear queenly old lady would not tell ; she kept her secret

all the long months until, Christmas drawing near, the

gift finished and carefully wrapped up, and her card

with a few loving words enclosed, she instructed her

daughter to address it to me. It was duly received in

New York. Such a tribute from such a lady! Well, that

afghan, though often shown to dear friends, has not been

much used. It is sacred to me and remains among my
precious possessions.

I had been so fortunate as to meet Leila Addison

while living in Pittsburgh, the talented daughter of Dr.

Addison, who had died a short time before. I soon be-

came acquainted with the family and record with grate-

ful feelings the immense advantage which that acquaint-

ance also brought to me. Here was another friendship

formed with people who had all the advantages of the

higher education. Carlyle had been Mrs. Addison's

tutor for a time, for she was an Edinburgh lady. Her
daughters had been educated abroad and spoke French,

Spanish, and Italian as fluently as English. It was
through intercourse with this family that I first realized

the indescribable yet immeasurable gulf that separates

the highly educated from people like myself. But "the

wee drap o' Scotch bluid atween us" proved its potency

as usual.

Miss Addison became an ideal friend because she

undertook to improve the rough diamond, if it were

indeed a diamond at all. She was my best friend, be-

cause my severest critic. I began to pay strict attention

to my language, and to the English classics, which I now
read with great avidity. I began also to notice how much
better it was to be gentle in tone and manner, polite

and courteous to all — in short, better behaved. Up to
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this time I had been, perhaps, careless in dress and

rather affected it. Great heavy boots, loose collar, and

general roughness of attire were then peculiar to the

West and in our circle considered manly. Anything that

could be labeled foppish was looked upon with contempt.

I remember the first gentleman I ever saw in the service

of the railway company who wore kid gloves. He was

the object of derision among us who aspired to be manly
men. I was a great deal the better in all these respects

after we moved to Homewood, owing to the Addisons.
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CIVIL WAR PERIOD

TN 1861 the Civil War broke out and I was at once

summoned to Washington by Mr. Scott, who had

been appointed Assistant Secretary of War in charge

of the Transportation Department. I was to act as his

assistant in charge of the mihtary railroads and tele-

graphs of the Government and to organize a force of

railway men. It was one of the most important depart-

ments of all at the beginning of the war.

The first regiments of Union troops passing through

Baltimore had been attacked, and the railway line cut

between Baltimore and Annapolis Junction, destroying

communication with Washington. It was therefore nec-

essary for me, with my corps of assistants, to take train

at Philadelphia for Annapolis, a point from which a

branch line extended to the Junction, joining the main
line to Washington. Our first duty was to repair this

branch and make it passable for heavy trains, a work
of some days. General Butler and several regiments of

troops arrived a few days after us, and we were able to

transport his whole brigade to Washington.

I took my place upon the first engine which started

for the Capital, and proceeded very cautiously. Some
distance from Washington I noticed that the telegraph

wires had been pinned to the ground by wooden stakes.

I stopped the engine and ran forward to release them,

but I did not notice that the wires had been pulled to

one side before staking. When released, in their spring

upwards, they struck me in the face, knocked me over.
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and cut a gash in my cheek which bled profusely. In

this condition I entered the city of Washington with the

first troops, so that with the exception of one or two

soldiers, wounded a few days previously in passing

through the streets of Baltimore, I can justly claim that

I " shed my blood for my country" among the first of its

defenders. I gloried in being useful to the land that had

done so much for me, and worked, I can truly say, night

and day, to open communication to the South.

I soon removed my headquarters to Alexandria,*

Virginia, and was stationed there when the unfortunate

battle of Bull Run was fought. We could not believe the

reports that came to us, but it soon became evident that

we must rush every engine and car to the front to bring

back our defeated forces. The closest point then was

Burke Station. I went out there and loaded up train

after train of the poor wounded volunteers. The rebels

were reported to be close upon us and we were finally

compelled to close Burke Station, the operator and my-
self leaving on the last train for Alexandria where the

effect of panic was evident upon every side. Some of our

railway men w^ere missing, but the number at the mess

on the following morning showed that, compared with

other branches of the service, we had cause for congratu-

lation. A few conductors and engineers had obtained

boats and crossed the Potomac, but the great body of

* "When Carnegie reached Washington his first task was to establish

a ferry to Alexandria and to extend the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad track

from the old depot in Washington, along Maryland Avenue to and across

the Potomac, so that locomotives and cars might be crossed for use in

Virginia. Long Bridge, over the Potomac, had to be rebuilt, and I recall

the fact that under the direction of Carnegie and R. F. Morley the railroad

between Washington and Alexandria was completed in the remarkably
short period of seven days. All hands, from Carnegie down, worked day
and night to accomplish the task." (Bates, Lincoln in the Telegraph Office,

p. 22. New York, 1907.)
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the men remained, although the roar of the guns of the

pursuing enemy was supposed to be heard in every sound

during the night. Of our telegraphers not one was miss-

ing the next morning.

Soon after this I returned to Washington and made
my headquarters in the W^ar Building with Colonel

Scott. As I had charge of the telegraph department, as

well as the railways, this gave me an opportunity of

seeing President Lincoln, Mr. Seward, Secretary Cam-
eron, and others; and I was occasionally brought in per-

sonal contact with these men, which was to me a source

of gi-eat interest. Mr. Lincoln would occasionally come

to the office and sit at the desk awaiting replies to tele-

grams, or perhaps merely anxious for information.

All the pictures of this extraordinary man are like

him. He was so marked of feature that it was impossible

for any one to paint him and not produce a likeness. He
was certainly one of the most homely men I ever saw

when his features were in repose; but when excited or

telling a story, intellect shone through his eyes and il-

luminated his face to a degree which I have seldom or

never seen in any other. His manners were perfect be-

cause natural; and he had a kind word for everybody,

even the youngest boy in the office. His attentions were

not graduated. They were the same to all, as deferential

in talking to the messenger boy as to Secretary Seward.

His charm lay in the total absence of manner. It was not

so much, perhaps, what he said as the way in which he

said it that never failed to win one. I have often regretted

that I did not note dowTi carefully at the time some of

his curious sayings, for he said even common things in

an original way. I never met a great man who so thor-

oughly made himself one with all men as Mr. Lincoln.

As Secretary Hay so well says, "It is impossible to
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imagine any one a valet to Mr. Lincoln; he would have
been his companion." He was the most perfect demo-
crat, revealing in every word and act the equality of

men.

When Mason and Slidell in 1861 were taken from the

British ship Trent there was intense anxiety upon the

part of those who, like myself, knew what the right of

asylum on her ships meant to Britain. It was certain war
or else a prompt return of the prisoners. Secretary Cam-
eron being absent when the Cabinet was summoned to

consider the question, Mr. Scott was invited to attend

as Assistant Secretary of War. I did my best to let

him understand that upon this issue Britain would fight

beyond question, and urged that he stand firm for sur-

render, especially since it had been the American doc-

trine that ships should be immune from search. Mr.

Scott, knowing nothing of foreign affairs, was disposed

to hold the captives, but upon his return from the meet-

ing he told me that Seward had warned the Cabinet it

meant war, just as I had said. Lincoln, too, was at first

inclined to hold the prisoners, but was at last converted

to Seward's policy. The Cabinet, however, had decided

to postpone action until the morrow, when Cameron and

other absentees would be present. Mr. Scott was re-

quested by Seward to meet Cameron on arrival and

get him right on the subject before going to the meeting,

for he was expected to be in no surrendering mood. This

was done and all went well next day.

The general confusion which reigned at Washington

at this time had to be seen to be understood. No descrip-

tion can convey my initial impression of it. The first

time I saw General Scott, then Commander-in-Chief, he

was being helped by two men across the pavement from

his office into his carriage. He was an old, decrepit man.
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paralyzed not only in body, but in mind; and it was

upon this noble relic of the past that the organization

of the forces of the Republic depended. His chief com-

missary. General Taylor, was in some degree a counter-

part of Scott. It was our business to arrange with these,

and others scarcely less fit, for the opening of communi-

cations and for the transportation of men and supplies.

They were seemingly one and all martinets who had

passed the age of usefulness. Days would elapse before

a decision could be obtained upon matters which re-

quired prompt action. There was scarcely a young active

officer at the head of any important department— at

least I cannot recall one. Long years of peace had fos-

silized the service.

The same cause had produced like results, I under-

stood, in the Navy Department, but I was not brought

in personal contact with it. The navy was not important

at the beginning; it was the army that counted. Noth-

ing but defeat was to be looked for until the heads

of the various departments were changed, and this

could not be done in a day. The impatience of the

country at the apparent delay in producing an effective

weapon for the great task thrown upon the Government
was no doubt natural, but the wonder to me is that

order was so soon evolved from the chaos which pre-

vailed in every branch of the service.

As far as our operations were concerned we had one

great advantage. Secretary Cameron authorized Mr.
Scott (he had been made a Colonel) to do what he
thought necessary without waiting for the slow move-
ments of the officials under the Secretary of War. Of
this authority unsparing use was made, and the impor-

tant part played by the railway and telegraph depart-

ment of the Government from the very beginning of the
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war is to be attributed to the fact that we had the cor-

dial support of Secretary Cameron. He was then in the

possession of all his faculties and grasped the elements

of the problem far better than his generals and heads

of departments. Popular clamor compelled Lincoln to

change him at last, but those who were behind the

scenes well knew that if other departments had been as

well managed as was the War Department under Cam-
eron, all things considered, much of disaster would
have been avoided.

Lochiel, as Cameron liked to be called, was a man of

sentiment. In his ninetieth year he visited us in Scot-

land and, passing through one of our glens, sitting on
the front seat of our four-in-hand coach, he reverently

took off his hat and bareheaded rode through the glen,

overcome by its grandeur. The conversation turned

once upon the efforts which candidates for oflSce must
themselves put forth and the fallacy that office seeks the

man, except in very rare emergencies. Apropos of this

Lochiel told this story about Lincoln's second term:

One day at Cameron's country home near Harris-

burg, Pennsylvania, he received a telegram saying that

President Lincoln would like to see him. Accordingly he

went to Washington. Lincoln began:

"Cameron, the people about me are telling me that

it is my patriotic duty to become a candidate for a sec-

ond term, that I am the only man who can save my
country, and so on; and do you know 1 'm just beginning

to be fool enough to believe them a little. What do you
say, and how could it be managed.'*"

"Well, Mr. President, twenty-eight years ago Presi-

dent Jackson sent for me as you have now done and told

me just the same story. His letter reached me in New
Orleans and I traveled ten days to reach Washington.
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I told President Jackson I thought the best plan would
be to have the Legislature of one of the States pass reso-

lutions insisting that the pilot should not desert the

ship during these stormy times, and so forth. If one
State did this I thought others would follow. Mr. Jack-

son concurred and I went to Harrisburg, and had such

a resolution prepared and passed. Other States followed

as I expected and, as you know, he won a second term."

"Well," said Lincoln, "could you do that now.^"

"No," said I, "I am too near to you, Mr. President;

but if you desire I might get a friend to attend to it, I

think."

"Well," said President Lincoln, "I leave the matter
with you."

"I sent for Foster here" (who was his companion
on the coach and our guest) "and asked him to look up
the Jackson resolutions. We changed them a little to

meet new conditions and passed them. The like result

followed as in the case of President Jackson. Upon
my next visit to Washington I went in the evening to

the President's public reception. When I entered the

crowded and spacious East Room, being like Lincoln

very tall, the President recognized me over the mass of

people and holding up both white-gloved hands which

looked like two legs of mutton, called out: 'Two more in

to-day, Cameron, two more.' That is, two additional

States had passed the Jackson-Lincoln resolutions."

Apart from the light this incident throws upon politi-

cal life, it is rather remarkable that the same man
should have been called upon by two presidents of the

United States, twenty-eight years apart, under exactly

similar circumstances and asked for advice, and that,

the same expedient being employed, both men became
candidates and both secured second terms. As was once
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explained upon a memorable occasion: "There's figur-

ing in all them things."

When in Washington I had not met General Grant,

because he was in the West up to the time of my leaving,

but on a journey to and from Washington he stopped

at Pittsburgh to make the necessary arrangements for

his removal to the East. I met him on the line upon

both occasions and took him to dine with me in Pitts-

burgh. There were no dining-cars then. He was the

most ordinary-looking man of high position I had ever

met, and the last that one would select at first glance

as a remarkable man. I remember that Secretary of War
Stanton said that when he visited the armies in the

West, General Grant and his staff entered his car; he

looked at them, one after the other, as they entered and

seeing General Grant, said to himself, "Well, I do not

know which is General Grant, but there is one that can-

not be." Yet this was he. [Reading this years after it was

written, I laugh. It is pretty hard on the General, for

I have been taken for him more than once.]

In those days of the war much was talked about

"strategy" and the plans of the various generals. I was
amazed at General Grant's freedom in talking to me
about such things. Of course he knew that I had been in

the War Office, and was well known to Secretary Stan-

ton,^ and had some knowledge of what was going on;

but my surprise can be imagined when he said to

me:
"Well, the President and Stanton want me to go

East and take command there, and I have agreed to

^ Mr. Carnegie gave to Stanton's college, Kenyon, $80,000, and on
April 26, 1906, delivered at the college an address on the great War Sec-

retary. It has been published under the title Edwin M. Stanton, an Ad-
dress by Andrew Carnegie on Stanton Memorial Day at Kenyon College.

(New York, 1906.)
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do it. I am just going AVest to make the necessary ar-

rangements."

I said, "I suspected as much."

*'I am going to put Sherman in charge," he said.

*'That will surprise the country," I said, "for I think

the impression is that General Thomas should suc-

ceed."

*'Yes, I know that," he said, "but I know the men
and Thomas will be the first to say that Sherman is the

man for the work. There will be no trouble about that.

The fact is the western end is pretty far down, and the

next thing we must do is to push the eastern end down
a little."

That was exactly what he did. And that was Grant's

way of putting strategy into words. It was my privilege

to become well acquainted with him in after years. If

ever a man was without the slightest trace of affecta-

tion. Grant was that man. Even Lincoln did not surpass

him in that: but Grant was a quiet, slow man while

Lincoln was always alive and in motion. I never heard

Grant use a long or grand word, or make any attempt

at "manner," but the general impression that he was

always reticent is a mistake. He was a surprisingly good

talker sometimes and upon occasion liked to talk. His

sentences were always short and to the point, and his

observations upon things remarkably shrewd. When he

had nothing to say he said nothing. I noticed that he

was never tired of praising his subordinates in the war.

He spoke of them as a fond father speaks of his children.

The story is told that during the trials of war in the

West, General Grant began to indulge too freely in

liquor. His chief of staff, Rawlins, boldly ventured to

tell him so. That this was the act of a true friend Grant

fully recognized.
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"You do not mean that? I was wholly unconscious of

it. I am surprised!" said the General.

"Yes, I do mean it. It is even beginning to be a sub-

ject of comment among your officers."

"Why did you not tell me before? I'll never drink a

drop of liquor again."

He never did. Time after time in later years, dining

with the Grants in New York, I have seen the General

turn down the wine-glasses at his side. That indomita-

ble will of his enabled him to remain steadfast to his

resolve, a rare case as far as my experience goes. Some
have refrained for a time. In one noted case one of our

partners refrained for three years, but alas, the old

enemy at last recaptured its victim.

Grant, when President, was accused of being pecu-

niarily benefited by certain appointments, or acts, of his

administration, while his friends knew that he was so

poor that he had been compelled to announce his inten-

tion of abandoning the customary state dinners, each

one of which, he found, cost eight hundred dollars —

•

a sum which he could not afford to pay out of his salary.

The increase of the presidential salary from $25,000 to

$50,000 a year enabled him, during his second term,

to save a little, although he cared no more about money
than about uniforms. At the end of his first term T know
he had nothing. Yet I found, when in Europe, that the

impression was widespread among the highest officials

there that there was something in the charge that Gen-

eral Grant had benefited pecuniarily by appointments.

We know in America how little weight to attach to these

charges, but it would have been well for those who
made them so recklessly to have considered what effect

they would produce upon public opinion in other lands.

The cause of democracy suffers more in Britain to-
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day from the generally received opinion that American

politics are corrupt, and therefore that republicanism

necessarily produces corruption, than from any other

one cause. Yet, speaking with some knowledge of politics

in both lands, I have not the slightest hesitation in say-

ing that for every ounce of corruption of public men in

the new land of republicanism there is one in the old

land of monarchy, only the forms of corruption differ.

Titles are the bribes in the monarchy, not dollars.

Office is a common and proper reward in both. There

is, however, this difference in favor of the monarchy;

titles are given openly and are not considered by the

recipients or the mass of the people as bribes.

When I was called to Washington in 1861, it was sup-

posed that the war would soon be over; but it was seen

shortly afterwards that it was to be a question of years.

Permanent officials in charge would be required. The
Pennsylvania Railroad Company was unable to spare

Mr. Scott, and Mr. Scott, in turn, decided that I must
return to Pittsburgh, where my services were urgently

needed, owing to the demands made upon the Penn-

sylvania by the Government. We therefore placed the

department at Washington in the hands of others and
returned to our respective positions.

After my return from Washington reaction followed

and I was taken with my first serious illness. I was
completely broken down, and after a struggle to per-

form my duties was compelled to seek rest. One after-

noon, when on the railway line in Virginia, I had experi-

enced something like a sunstroke, which gave me con-

siderable trouble. It passed off, however, but after that

I found I could not stand heat and had to be careful to

keep out of the sun — a hot day wilting me completely.

[That is the reason why the cool Highland air in sum-
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mer has been to me a panacea for many years. My phy-

sician has insisted that I must avoid our hot American

summers.]

Leave of absence was granted me by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, and the long-sought oppor-

tunity to visit Scotland came. My mother, my bosom
friend Tom Miller, and myself, sailed in the steamship

Etna, June 28, 1862, 1 in my twenty-seventh year; and

on landing in Liverpool we proceeded at once to Dun-
fermline. No change ever affected me so much as this

return to my native land. I seemed to be in a dream.

Every mile that brought us nearer to Scotland in-

creased the intensity of my feelings. My mother was
equally moved, and I remember, when her eyes first

caught sight of the familiar yellow bush, she exclaimed:

"Oh! there's the broom, the broom!"

Her heart was so full she could not restrain her tears,

and the more I tried to make light of it or to soothe her,

the more she was overcome. For myself, I felt as if I

could throw myself upon the sacred soil and kiss it.^

In this mood we reached Dunfermline. Every object

we passed was recognized at once, but everything

seemed so small, compared with what I had imagined it,

that I was completely puzzled. Finally, reaching Uncle

Lauder's and getting into the old room where he had
taught Dod and myself so many things, I exclaimed:

"You are all here; everything is just as I left it, but

you are now all playing with toys."

* "It's a God's mercy I was born a Scotchman, for I do not see how I

could ever have been contented to be anything else. The little dour deevil,

set in her own ways, and getting them, too, level-headed and shrewd, with

an eye to the main chance always and yet so lovingly weak, so fond, so led

away by song or story, so easily touched to fine issues, so leal, so true.

Ah! you suit me, Scotia, and proud am I that I am your son." (Andrew
Carnegie. Our Coaching Trip, p, 152. NeT/ York, 1882.)
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The High Street, which I had considered not a bad

Broadway, uncle's shop, which I had compared with

some New York estabhshments, the Httle mounds

about the town, to which we had run on Sundays to

play, the distances, the height of the houses, all had

shrunk. Here was a city of the Lilliputians. I could

almost touch the eaves of the house in which I was born,

and the sea— to walk to which on a Saturday had

been considered quite a feat— was only three miles

distant. The rocks at the seashore, among which I had

gathered wilks (whelks) seemed to have vanished, and

a tame flat shoal remained. The schoolhouse, around

which had centered many of my schoolboy recollec-

tions— my only Alma Mater— and the playground,

upon which mimic battles had been fought and races

run, had shrunk into ridiculously small dimensions.

The fine residences, Broomhall, Fordell, and especially

the conservatories at Donibristle, fell one after the

other into the petty and insignificant. 'VNTiat I felt on a

later occasion on a visit to Japan, with its small toy

houses, was something like a repetition of the impression

my old home made upon me.

Everything was there in miniature. Even the old well

at the head of Moodie Street, where I began my early

struggles, was changed from what I had pictured it. But

one object remained all that I had dreamed of it. There

was no disappointment in the glorious old Abbey and

its Glen. It was big enough and grand enough, and the

memorable carved letters on the top of the tower—
*' King Robert The Bruce "— filled my eye and my heart

as fully as of old. Nor was the Abbey bell disappointing,

when I heard it for the first time after my return. For

this I was grateful. It gave me a rallying point, and

around the old Abbey, with its Palace ruins and the
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Glen, other objects adjusted themselves in their true

proportions after a time.

My relatives were exceedingly kind, and the oldest of

all, my dear old Auntie Charlotte, in a moment of exul-

tation exclaimed:

*'0h, you will just be coming back here some day and
heey a shop in the High Street.''^

To keep a shop in the High Street was her idea of tri-

umph. Her son-in-law and daughter, both my full cous-

ins, though unrelated to each other, had risen to this

sublime height, and nothing was too great to predict for

her promising nephew. There is an aristocracy even in

shopkeeping, and the family of the green grocer of the

High Street mingles not upon equal terms with him of

Moodie Street.

Auntie, who had often played my nurse, liked to dwell

upon the fact that I was a screaming infant that had to

be fed with two spoons, as I yelled whenever one left my
mouth. Captain Jones, our superintendent of the steel

works at a later day, described me as having been born
*'with two rows of teeth and holes punched for more,"
so insatiable was my appetite for new works and in-

creased production. As I was the first child in our imme-
diate family circle, there were plenty of now venerable

relatives begging to be allowed to play nurse, my aunties

among them. Many of my childhood pranks and words
they told me in their old age. One of them that the

aunties remembered struck me as rather precocious.

I had been brought up upon wise saws and one that my
father had taught me was soon given direct application.

As a boy, returning from the seashore three miles dis-

tant, he had to carry me part of the way upon his back.

Going up a steep hill in the gloaming he remarked upon
the heavy load, hoping probably I would propose to walk
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a bit. The response, however, which he received was:

"Ah, faither, never mind, patience and perseverance

make the man, ye ken.'*

He toiled on with his burden, but shaking with laugh-

ter. He was hoist with his own petard, but his burden

grew lighter all the same. I am sure of this.

My home, of course, was with my instructor, guide,

and inspirer. Uncle Lauder— he who had done so

much to make me romantic, patriotic, and poetical at

eight. Now I was twenty-seven, but Uncle Lauder still

remained Uncle Lauder. He had not shrunk, no one

could fill his place. We had our walks and talks con-

stantly and I was "Naig" again to him. He had never

had any name for me but that and never did have.

My dear, dear uncle, and more, much more than uncle

to me.^

I was still dreaming and so excited that I could not

sleep and had caught cold in the bargain. The natural

result of this was a fever. I lay in uncle's house for six

weeks, a part of that time in a critical condition. Scot-

tish medicine was then as stern as Scottish theology

(both are now much softened) , and I was bled. My thin

x\merican blood was so depleted that when I was pro-

nounced convalescent it was long before I could stand

upon my feet. This illness put an end to my visit, but by
the time I had reached America again, the ocean voyage

had done me so much good I was able to resume work.

I remember being deeply affected by the reception

I met with when I returned to my division. The men
of the eastern end had gathered together with a cannon

and while the train passed I was greeted with a salvo.

^ " This uncle, who loved liberty because it is the heritage of brave souls,

in the dark days of the American Civil War stood almost alone in his

community for the cause which Lincoln represented." (Hamilton Wright
Alabie in Century Magazine, vol. 64, p. 958.)
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This was perhaps the first occasion upon which my sub-

ordinates had an opportunity of making me the subject

of any demonstration, and their reception made a last-

ing impression. I knew how much I cared for them and

it was pleasing to know that they reciprocated my feel-

ings. Working-men always do reciprocate kindly feeling.

If we truly care for others we need not be anxious about

their feelings for us. Like draws to like.


